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CHAPTER I
THE PURPOSE AND TECHNIQUE
OF UNIT PLANNING
Introduction
The units of literature contained in this thesis
represent the author's attempt to organize practical plans
for teaching English literature in the junior high school.
The task has "been undertaken as a service problem, for a
particular school and grade, althourh the techniques involved
are applicable to other subject-courses and to otner levels
of secondary education.
A convenient, integrated, and adequate statement of the
theory underlying this particular unit organization, and of
the new techniques employed, has not yet been published. How-
ever, the theories and techniques are believed to be in har-
mony with current, widely accepted doctrines of psychology
and scnool administration. Comments on tne theory will be
restricted to an lrrnsrpretation of point of view and of the
techniques used in preparing Chapters II - V.
Each of these chapters consists oi Lhe complete organiza-
tion fur one unit of literature in the course for tne ninth
1/ A volume by Professor Roy. 0. Biliett, aimed at an inte-
grated presentation of theories and techniques, is now in
preparation and will be available in book form sometime during
the coming year.
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school year. In Chapter VI 8re added some comments and obser-
vations concerning experiences in teaching the units.
leaning and Description of Unit Organization
That unit organization a ims to accomplish .-- Unit organi-
zation divides the materials for a course of study into logi-
cal parts, each of which has a basic internal unity, a defi-
nite value to the pupil, and a relation to his past, present,
and anticipated future experience. The planning of 'units"
means the determination of what is to be taught. The planning
of unit assignments means the determination of what the pupil,
alone or together with his fellows and his teacher, shall do
to learn the unit.
The essentials of a unit .-- As here presented, each unit
chapter consists of several parts: the unit itself, with its
delimitation, stated in sentence form; the unit assignment in
the form of notes for the teacher and instructions or questions
to guide the pupil; additional suggestions for optional related
activities, and for extensive reading; and testing instruments.
Statement of the unit and its delimitation .-- The unit is
presented in the form of a statement: a statement of the goal
which the pupil If expected to reach as a result of the activi-
ties undertaken in the unit assignment.
Various units may be in the nature of skills to be devel-
oped, knowledge to be acquired, or concepts to be formed or
. expanded. In the field of literature, the usual unit is natu-
rally of the concept type. Hew knowledge must be acquired, and

reading and writing skills are fostered in the process of devel
oping (or better, acquiring} the unit; attitudes, too, are
matured, and appreciations and understandings are deepened as
by-products of the learning 01 the unit.
§ince irrelevant materials must be cast aside and time is
always limited, it is of great importance tnat the scope of the
unit oe pointed out. This is done briefly in tne delimitation
of the unit, which states the items or subordinate concepts
that enter into the acquiring of the major concept.
Just as the entire course forms a whole oi which the unit
is a part, every such subdivision of the delimitation is in
the nature of a smaller unit that could be expanded for more
intensive study if desired. For instance, the unit in Chapter
II uses "The Ancient Mariner" as an example of fantasy, but
makes no attempt at requiring an exhaustive study of its struc-
ture •
Basic values in unit organization.-- To the teacher, such
organization of teaching materials means a long-range view of
lesson planning, in which the major concepts or skills to be
developed in the course are pre-vlsioned and the daily work
witn its Immediate goal is seen in its relation to the larger
goal ahead. Unit planning requires the teacher to determine
in prospect what activities are most appropriate for the class
from day to day, and to judge the success of plans by the
results produced.
Although fully adapted to a system of individual work on

a free time schedule, unit organization fits into the custom-
ary period-s-day treatment of subject matter, for the unit
assignment can be built to meet the requirements of any parti-
cular group or program.
Marking of pupils under a unit plan need be no different
from marking under any system of daily hand-to-mouth assign-
ments. The author's practice has been to decide what particu-
lar tasks of the unit assignment can be marked most fairly and
conveniently, and to mark these particular accomplishments for
all pupils, plus a special record for optional activities
undertaken by individuals.
Planning such optional related activities for this unit
organization not only challenges the teacher to study subject
matter for its significant values, but allows pupils the
opportunities to exercise their Individual abilities and to
develop their particular interests. The unit organization is
therefore basic to any planned correlation or integration of
school subjects, and is the logical means of fostering in the
individual pupil the prompL and effective integration of his
school experiences which produces permanent value.
The problem as related to Junior-high-school literature . -
-
The Junior high school has emphasized the Importance of explora-
tion and extensive experiences to all pupils in accordance
with their abilities and interests, their aims and their needs.
This point of view has led to the use of numerous short selec-
tions of literature in preference to an intensive study of a
I
few longer readings. Consequently, tne arrangement of materi-
als has to be planned-if natural relationships among the varied
selections are to be utilized in the interest o learning.
Underlying Considerations
Basle chosen for grouping of readings .-- As a teacher and
a student 01 secunaary education, tne author nas become con-
vinced tnat tne thought content of various readings furnishes
a better Da sis for grouping them than any organization accord-
ing to form or literary type.
In these units, therefore, the content of available selec-
tions has been considered first, and groups have been formed
in each of which every selection is clearly related to a
major concept which 13 tne unit, ttvery selection has a place
in the group because its study furthers the pupil's growth
toward a mature understanding of the unit concept.
Under this method of organization, the planner naturally
includes a poem, an essay, or a play as readily as a short or
longer prose narrative. Through the value found in a selec-
tion, the pupil reader learns that readings of its particular
form are rrorth while. It is not a question of studying a unit
of poetry or drama, but of studying a unit of readings that
have meaning for the pupil. Planned activities in the unit
assignment provide for the incidental study of literary charac-
teristics oi both prose and verse forms so far as the pupils
are able to comprehend, enjoy, and benefit from such analysis.
Horizontal and vertical aspects . — Many selections might

be appropriate for more than one unit, end at more than one
level. Indeed, the multiple values in many a specimen of good
literature are largely responsible for the confusion and un-
certainty as to its optimum grade placement. Such overlapping^
are not entirely unfortunate , as they indicate the possibility
of a basic integration of personal experience.
frequently, the alert teacher may capitalize a current
interest to extract unexpected values from selections beyond
the ordinary level ol the class. Surely, the sacril'lce of
Sidney Carton has vivid appeal to pupils who have seen the
recent photoplay and are studying a unit on heroism or personal
qualities, although few may yet be ready to read A Tale of Two
Cities .
Valid units are likely to center about topics which are
recurrent at several stages of the pupil's scnool life. At
higher levels the delimitation will change, as the pupil becomes
capable of broader and deeper insight.
Soci al and individua l considerations.-- How far then shall
a concept be taught, for example, to a class of ninth-grade
pupils? Here is the difficult and critical aspect of unit
planning, on which the extent of the delimitation and the de-
tails of the|assignment both depend. The nature of the pupil,
his background and intelligence, must be considered at every
point if the planning is to be well done.
The choice of appropriate materials and activities depends
largely upon the teacher's knowledge of what his pupils have
II
I
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done, can do, and will like to do. His pereonal acquaintance
with them ideally should include, therefore, the facts about
their previous record of achievement, home background, mental
and social abilities, and any other information available from
the school records. The better the teacher knows his pupils,
the more effectively he should be able to plan and to adapt
his plan of instruction, both to the group as a whole and to
its individual members.
Granted that no two pupils are identical, surely no two
can be expected to acquire identical insight into the concept.
The requirements for tne delimitation and the assignment must
be worked out with the "typical" pupil in mind. Beyond this
point certain pupils may be expected to go far in one respect,
others in another; the nature and variety of related activities
suggested with each unit assignment indicate the teacher's
provision for individual differences beyond the limits of
variation in the required assignments.
Selection of materials for study .-- Practical necessity
forces the planner to use selections which are on hand or can
be secured. Though one may be able to obtain a modern text-
book with desirable selections, new and standard, there is
still the problem of providing library facilities for extensive
reading. Only the exceptional school will not be cramped in
this respect. The cnoice of sufficiently broad basic concepts
for the planned units, however, is an assurance in this field
of English that there will probably be some appropriate read-

8ing matter within reach, even if certain mo3t desirable selec-
tions cannot be had.
The selections chosen as required reading for the present
units have been taken as a matter of practical necessity from
the anthology (5) available for classroom use. ^The publish-
ers state that all these readings "were selected because of
their high ranking in five recent studies of the literature
2/
that children like." -/ Since interest value is a sound
recommendation, the editor's use of this criterion may be- con-
sidered a definite preliminary aid to the teacher planning the
unit organization*
A note on the "strand" concept . --The pattern curriculum (7
ofrered by Lne National Council of Teachers of English recom-
mends the organization of the course into certain experience
"strands" in which different units are suggested. Each unit
is identified by one "primary objective" (called "social
objective" for units in expression) and one or more secondary
or "enabling objectives." Both classes of objectives are
phrased in infinitive form. In the writer's opinion, the
"primary objective" may be said to Indicate the existence of
1/ Numbers in parentheses indicate references listed in the
general bibliography.
2/ "The results of the New York State study (A) were compared
and checked with the Wlnnetka study, What Children Read (r);
Jordan's study, Children 's Reading interests (C); Professor
Allan Abbott's investigation (D); and the study of Sumner Crow,
An Evaluation of Literature Commonly Taught in the High School
(B)."-- Helene Willey Hartley, quoted in tne prospectus of one
series of LextbouKs (6;.

a unit, in the sense of this thesis, and the "enabling objec-
tives" indicate intermediate goals which one is to attain in
order to achieve the unit. The infinitive phrasing of the
objective, however, lacks the ccncreteness and detail of the
complete declarative phrasing of the unit and its delimitation.
The unit may be thought of as a complex concept, developed
when the pupil has attained the requisite primary and enabling
objectives that are implied in the statement of the unit and
its delimitation. Enabling objectives that are incidental
rather than essential to the unit and its delimitation may be
present in the tasks of the unit assignment.
Pupil Activities in Unit Study
The unit assignment end the guide sheet .-- Then the unit
has been declared snd delimited, the next problem is to arrange
a series of activities for attaining the unit. These activi-
ties constitute the "unit assignment."
One important feature of the unit assignment is the "guide
sheet," by means of which tne teacher gives to the pupils at
the outset all une general instructions wxiicn can De reduced
i
to writing for the sake of economy and def inlteness. The guide
sheet is of value as a preview of the scope of the unit, as
an assignment record for the use of the individual pupil during
periods of school or home study, and as a device for review.
The unit assignment as conceived by the teacher, however,
involves far more than is contained on the guide sheet; it
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includes all activities anticipated as necessary for the class
to undertake toward the realization or acquisition of the unit.
Among these may be placed frequent discussions, classroom
quizzes, explanations, demonstrations, reports, together with
visual aids - in fact, whatever advances the class toward its
goal.
In the unit assignments or Chapters II - V, successive
items are numbered in series, and it is expected that they
will normally be taken up in numerical order. The order of
attack is elastic, however, and tne pupils are aware of the
coming assignments from their guide sheets. Items of tne unit
assignment are sometimes listed in the form of topical or
phrasal notes for economy of space. The Items which are to be
included on the pupil's guide sheet are indicated also by a
supplementary series of Roman numerals, preceded by the symbol
G-S and enclosed within parentheses. These G-S items uniformly
are worded as directions or questions.
Textbook helps.-- Sometimes pupils may be directed to use
study nelps and discussion questions orten provided in text-
books. This course reduces one labor 01 preparing a unit
assignment. Almost always, nowever, such questions and
suggestions prove insufficient or inapplicable to the purpose
for which the selection has been assigned. The editor's
approach has been general, ratner than adapted to the particu-
lar pupils and teacher wno are using tne textbook. Hence the
unitary organization of any text needs to be examined critical-

ly in the llg&t of the teacher's problem. This was quite true
in the present instance, where an organization different from
that of the textbook was found desirable. However, the
editor's questions and suggestions for various selections
proved very helpful. The unit assignments contain many direct
references to such materials.
Individualization through opt ional related act iv ities .
As an aid in the individualization of tne unit assignment, a
set of suggestions for optional related activities is always
prepared. In these activities lies much of the opportunity for
Individual pupils to exercise their abilities and pursue their
interests beyond tne limits expected of tne class as a whole.
Related activities for literature may include not only special
library work, reported orally or in writing, but "creative"
composition of all types - story, essay, letter, verse; and
handwork in which the ideas or concepts of the literature unit
find expression through another medium. Appropriate posters,
sketches, carvings, models, and marionettes are other products
which prove the pupil's understanding or seme aspect or the
unit.
Such related activities are suggested and encouraged,
always on an optional basis, to capitalize whatever special
Interests and talents each pupil may have. During the study of
the unit, a card file of these suggestions is accessible in the
classroom to be consulted by pupils wno wish to do optional
work. The opportunities are mentioned by the teacher et con-

venient points during claseroora discussions, but the pupils
prepare this special work largely outside the classroom.
Through the later exhibition, reading, or performance of such
products comes perhaps the highest opportunity for sharing
experiences and developing a spirit of class unity, with under-
standing and admiration of special aptitudes.
Extensive reading suggestions . — Further individualization
may be secured through suggested optional readings. To supple-
ment the required selections individual pupils may choose
according to their preference and ability from the extensive
reading list. Here a pupil may find books to review, rjoems to
read aloud, informational materials to digest for special re-
ports, and many related readings to explore just for his per-
sonal pleasure.
In the preparation of the extensive reading suggestions
for each unit, the recommendations for tneninth year in the
standard junior and senior nigh school reading lists (5) have
been of great assistance. A few additional items more recently
published are also Included, together with other titles sug-
gesuju or included in various anthologies and collections.
The suggestions have been grouped under appropriate sub-
heads as 3imply as possible with a view to their ready use by
junior high school pupils. It is hardly expected that each
list can be distributed to pupils along with the guide sheet;
copies, however, must be kept available for reference at all
times.
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Testing for achievement.-- Proof that a pupil has
achieved the unit may be secured in various ways. Oral and
written themes, essay-type answers to classroom quizzes, parti-
cipation in discussions, and observed reading habits and other
reactions are among the indications that testify to pupil
growth in understanding and appreciation of literature. The
talented pupil can be given opportunity to express his cultiva-
ted perceptions in his chosen art-medium as well as in English
words.
As a common measure for all pupils, at least one objective
test has been prepared to accompany each unit assignment.
These tests necessarily apply directly to the required read-
ings and are restricted largely to measuring retained informa-
tion, but the author has included as many thought questions as
ingenuity has permitted. On account of the difficulty of
scoring completion items and the lower reliability of true-
false items, the multiple-choice type has been preferred.
The Group for TChom These Units Tfere Planned
These units were prepared particularly for classes in
ninth-grade English in the Tinthrop Junior High School.
Winthrop, Massachusetts, is a residential town adjacent to
Boston, having a population of approximately 17,000 within an
area of only two square miles, which is nearly surrounded by
water. In the latest ninth grade of some 300 pupils, there
were the following class sections of 25 to 35 pupils each:

College Preparatory, CI, C2, C3; Technical (boys), one group;
Scientific (General), SI, 32; Business, Bl, B2, B3, B4;
Mechanic Arts (boys), one group.
The bases used for grouping of pupils are: (a) curriculum,
chosen by pupils under certain academic restrictions as to
admission or retention in College and Technical 3-roups; (b)
previous academic record, as shown by average of teachers'
marks. Standardized achievement or intelligence test data are
not available. However, it is probable that the distribution
of intelligence in the school population is normal, if not
slightly above. In general, the prevailing method of group-
ing pupils has provided a practical and fairly successful
classification according to ability.
Since the needs, abilities, and maturity of various groups
have been kept in mind, it is believed that the units submitted
may be considered to offer assignments of suitable difficulty
to stir and challenge the pupils of the ninth school year.
Chapter VI reports certain results that snow how pupils have
responded to the assignments.
I

CHAPTER II
I A UNIT OF MYSTERY READINGS
The Unit
Mystery stories illustrate the two extremes of logical
reasoning and sheer fancy. In the stories of reason one's
main interest centers about tne puzzle to be solved. For
example, the reader of a detective story concentrates on the
solution of the crime, heedless of horror and unpleasantness,
bvery detail of the solution must be reasonable and exact.
By contrsst, other readings are fantasies tnat fascinate be-
cause they go beyond the limits of reason into the realm of
unrestrained imagination. Laws of reason are suspended, to the
point where the reader voluntarily or unconsciously accepts
as quite possible all sorts of weird and unreal happenings.
Between the two extremes or puzzle and fantasy are found many
shadings of imagination and emotion; the skilful reader is able
to distinguish what appeal Is uppermost. As a standard by
which to judge the quality of some unknown selection, one needs
an acquaintance with mystery stories of recognized merit.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. A'dgar Allan Poe, known best for his skill in creating
I
an atmosphere either of beauty or of terror, is also credited
wltn writing the. first detective fiction. "The Purloined
Letter," happily free of all horrors, is a clever example
-15-

of the puzzle wnich is difficult because of Its simplicity.
TChere the elaborate metnods of the Prefect have failed, Dupln
succeeds by outguess lng the Minister. The detective's method
Is the "identification of the reasoner's intellect with that
of his opponent."
2. The most prominent detective of fiction is Sherlock
Hollies, tne creation of Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A typical
Holmes adventure is "The ned-Keaded League." This story well
exemplifies the nervous peculiarities of the detective's
manner, his keenness of observation, his concentration on the
problem, and his careful planning for a thorough discomfiture
of the master criminal.
3. "The Pit and tne Pendulum" is a purely Imaginary
horror story. Poe builds up the atmosphere of terror bit by
bit through his detailed account of the tortures suffered by
a victim of the Spanish Inquisition. Suspense and surprise
are used effectively, and the whole tale moves swiftly to
an unexpected conclusion.
4. Bulwer-Lytton, in "The Haunted and the Haunters," »
combines the thrill of the ghost story with the determined
search for the explanation of the incidents. But the conclu-
sion leaves the explanation mysterious and does not deny the
"supernatural.
"
5. The old ballads often tell tales of mystery with swift
strokes that leave out the details, requiring one to imagine
1/ Also published with the title "The House and the Brain."
i•
•
•
1
1
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the background and the explanation. One such gruesome belled
is "The Tlfe of Usher's Tell."
6. Many modern writers have composed ballad-type poems.
The description is especially fine in ~alter de la Mare's
little ghost story in verse, "The Listeners."
7. Coleridge's poem "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner" is
a masterpiece in which ballad form is used for a story that is
largely fantastic and unearthly, tut is beautifully and power-
fully told. Furthermore, it is not merely a story, but
symbolizes the agony that one might suffer because of dealing
unkindly with God's creatures.
8. Eugene Pillot's play, "Two Crooks and a Lady," closely
resembles a detective mystery story. The reader feels the
same suspense, the same desire for the thieves to be brought
to Justice. Clever reasoning and firmness of character favor
the old lady. One detail known to her alone provides the
additional element to mystify both the thieves and the reader.
9. "A Night at an Inn," by Lord Dunsany, is a play of the
supernatural, in which the author conveys to the reader the
characters' terror at the unescapable retribution which pur-
sues them. These two one-act plays well illustrate the con-
trast between the reasoning imagination and the fanciful
imagination.
The Unit Assignment
(Planned time allotment, approximately four weeks)
1. Introductory talk by teacher: (a) mystery stories as

reading or universal appeal; (b) puzzle-type stories vs.
fantasies; (c) a glance over the guide sheet.
2. (GS I) ^Read Edgar Allan Poe ' s story "The Purloined
Letter" (Text: pp. ?6-5o ) .^Notice how carefully his detective
thinks out the solution of the cabinet minister's crime.
That phrase in the story sums up Dupln's method? Review the
story, using study questions on pp. 55-56.
3. Discussion of GS I, and classroom composition exercise
on the topic: "Dupln compared with the Prefect."
4. (GS II) Sherlock Holmes is probably the most famous
detective in all fiction. As you read "The Red-Headed League,"
by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (Text: pp. 7-35), compare Holmes'
personality and his methods with those of Dupin. ".Vrite a
paragraph in which you explain which of the two detectives you
prefer, and give your reasons as fully as you can. Prepare
to discuss the story, using the questions on pp. 35-36.
5. Discussion of GS II. Refer to extensive reading list
for other suggested detective stories and others of Poe '
s
tales. Erief introduction of "The Pit and the Pendulum";
explanation of meaning of the Inquisition.
6. A (GS III) Read "The Pit and the Pendulum," by Poe
(Text: pp. 139-157). Notice how the author leads on from one
terror to another even greater, and hov? the use of the first
1/ All items wnich constitute the pupil's guide sheet are
marked thus, with the symbol GS and a series of Roman numerals.
2/ The textbook is item 6 in the general bibliography.

person adds vividness to the narrative. Studying in review,
write sentence answers to tne questions on p. 1^7.
f. Tests on "The Pit and tne Pendulum" (Text: pp. 729-30;
:
facts lmpiied in story, end meanings guessed from context.
8. Discussion of G-S III. Emphasize the singleness of
purpose with which the tale rushes to its climax, all interest
in background, cnaracter, and useless details being excluded,
9. Selected pupils read aloud the opening paragraphs of
"The Haunted and the Haunters" (Text: pp. 61-91).
10. (GS IV) Finish the reading of "The Haunted and the
Haunters," by Sulwer-Lytton (Text: pp. 61-91 ) and prepare to
discuss the questions on p. 91. "'rite out your answers to
Nos. 1,4, 5 i and 6.
11. Discussion of GS IV. "tfhat parts of the story were
most terrifying? Is the author's explanation a satisfying
one? Is the story throughout plausible and convincing?
12. (G-S V) Theme assignment. Write one of the following
compositions: (a) a detective story oi your own invention.
Try to work out a plot that keeps the reader guessing until
you explain the solution; but remember that the solution must
be absolutely reasonable. Can you create a life-like sleuth?
(b) your "Most Horrible Hour." Although preferably drawn
from actual experience, your story may be built up by the use
of the Imagination.
13. T.Vork period, for free reading and individual confer-
ences with teacher about choice of related activities and

personal reading.
14. Sharing of individual work. Reading o: selected
themes 1'rom GS V, exhibit of optional related work already
done, and suggestion of further possibilities for related tasks
and for extensive reading (GS XIII and GS XIV).
15. (G-S VI) Read "The Wife of Usher's Well" (Text: pp. 107-
109) and "The Listeners," by Walter de la Mare (Text: pp. 110-
111). Study carefully the questions for each poem (pp. 109,
111-2). Arrange to read the poems aloud.
16. Classroom reading and discussion of both poems of
GS VI, togetner with "The Pedlar," "The Hare," and "Silver" of
Walter de la Mare. Sr
17. (GS VII) Carefully read the editor's notes (Text: pp.
H2-113) preceding Coleridge's "The Rime of the Ancient
Mariner." Then read, at one sitting if possible, the poem
itself (pp. 113-134).
18. Oral reading of passages from the poem (GS VII).
Interpretation and discussion, based upon the study questions
(pp. 135-8).
19. (GS VIII) Review the poem thoroughly, part by part,
using me study questions (pp. 135-8) and writing sentence
answers to these selected numbers: Whole Foem, Uos. 1, 3i
Part the First, 2; Part the Second, 1; Part the Fourth, 3;
Part the Flftn, 3; Part the Sixth, 4,5; Part the Seventh, 4.
1/ Available in Susan Thompson spaulaing and Francis Vrow
cpa elding, Open G-ates
, pp. l81, 299, and 308.

20. Further discussion or the poem, cased upon answers
written for G-S VIII. Study of simile, metaphor, and allitera-
tion preparatory to G£ iX.
21. (G-S IX) Write for your notebook the following study
of "Figures of Speech"; see pp. 137 questions 3, 4.
(a) Define simile .
it) List five similes found in the poem.
(c) Define metaphor .
(d) List rive metaphors from the poem.
(e) Define aliiterg t ion .
(f ) List ten examples of alliteration not appropriate
for item £.
(g) List three or more examples or repetition of
words or phrases.
22. Sunns ry discussion of GS IX; incidental reference to
Coleridge's use of internal rime.
23- (GS X) A very popular and effective means of telling
a story is the one -act play. Read (Text: pp. 333*353) "Two
Crooks and a Lady," by Eugene Pillot. In what ways is Mrs.
Simms-Vane clever? In what ways is she a heroine? As you
reread the play to answer the questions (pp. 353-5), notice
how many of your answers prove that every detail of the short
play is included for a purpose.
24. (GS XI) Read also Lord Dunsany's play, "A ftlght at an
Inn" (Text: pp. 92-105), and prepare for discussion of the
study questions (pp. 105-6).
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25. Discussion of G3 X and G-S XI. The meaning of
melodrama. Comparison of the plays with respect to concentra-
tion of interest, speed and tenseness of action, mystery, end
pupils* preferences.
26. (as XII) Theme assignment. Write one of the following:
(a) a weird story about an old legend or superstition Lnal you
know. (Write it in verse, if you wish.) (b) an adventure
story v/lth mystery as the keynote of its plot. People and
incidents must be true to life. (c) a fairy story or other
fantastic tale. As a starting point you may use some familiar
saying.
27. (OS XIII) Exhibit of optional work.
28. (G-S XIV) Reports on Extensive Readings. Cn small
composition paper list all the extra readings you have done for
the unit. Write two or three lines' comment about each reading:
wh8t it deals with and whai you personally think of it.
29. (GS XV) Objective test.
30. Summary discussion following test.
Optional Related Activities
1. Art work: sketches and posters.-- (a) Draw one or more
illustrations for any of the required selections, or for your
optional reading. The story of the Ancient Mariner offers
many opportunities. Other suggestions: the purloined letter,
before and cfter; the capture of John Clay; a scene from
"The Haunted and the Haunters"; the Idol as you imagine it;
the lady and the two crooks; the wife of Usher's Well and her
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returned sons; the Traveler knocking on the door. (b) Make
en art notebook including a series of sketches representing
each of the readings, or a set to illustrate "The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner." (Look up those of the artist Gustave Dore
.
)
Use quotations as captions for the pictures, or make up your
own captions and notes for each sketch. Consult your art
teacher as to opportunities for securing credit in art clas£.
2. Book reviews, oral or vvritten.-- Review a book or a
collection of the detective, ghost, or adventure stories recom-
mended for extensive reading. Prepare a poster to illustrate
your book if you can. To show how interesting the story is,
.you might also read selected paragraphs to the class.
3. Dramatization.-- Volunteer, with other pupils, to
rehearse and perform before the class: (a) either of the plays
in this unit; (b) another play recommended in the reading list;
(c) an original detective mystery written in dramatic form by
a classmate (see suggestions under Written composition.)
Consult your teacher for approval of your plans and for arrange-
ments concerning rehearsals.
4. Handicraft: carvings.-- From wood or soap carve an
albatross; consulting pictures for the detail. Heads or model
figures may be made to illustrate any story.
5. Handicraft: marionettes.-- Doll actors may be made
and costumed, for "Two Crooks and a Lady," "A Night at an Inn,"
or some other selection.
6. Handicraft: stage construction.-- For either of the
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plays a model stage may be made. Use a cardboard packing box
for the frame, and complete the setting to agree with the
author's directions.
7. Letter-writing . -- Suggestions, (a; You are one of the
disappointed applicants for the position obtained by Jabez
Tilson. Trite to your ne-spaper or to the police complaining
about the situation. (b) Tell a friend why you think mystery
stories are worth reading. Use your own experience as an
example
.
8. Memory work .-- (a) Memorize stanzas from "The Ancient
Mariner" which have a special charm for you. (b) Memorize an
old ballad or a modern poem from the suggested reading list
for this unit. Suggestions: poems of foe, Talter de la Mare,
and Alfred Noyes.
9« Musi c . Become familiar with recordings of composi-
tions which convey a mysterious or moody atraosphers. Can you
arrange a musical program related to this unit for the benefit
of other pupils who like music? Some of the following might
be included:
Instrumental
-"Dance of Death" (Op. 40) Camille St. Saens
Also: "Omphale's Spinning 'Vheel
Dance of the Goblins A. Bazzini
Flying Dutchman" Overture Richard Tagner
itOr lent ale Cesar Cui
M Peer G-ynt" Suites (various selections) Edward Grieg
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"Scheherazade" (all perts - Rimsky -Korsekow
Arabian Nlrht'e Tales)
"Sorcerer's Apprentice" Paul Dukas
"Till Eulensplegel' s Merry Prrnks " Richard Strauss
Vocal
"Death and the Maiden" Franz Schubert
Also: "The Phantom Double"
"Elegy" Jules Massenet
"Srlking" Goethe - SchuberJ,
"In Old Madrid" Bingham - Trotere
"in Questa Tomba Oscura" Ludwig van Beethoven
"Loreley" Franz Liszt
"Loreley" Frledrich Silcher
"Lost Chord" Sir Arthur Sullivan
"None but the Lonely Heart" P. Tschaikowsky
"Sands o 1 Dee" Kingsley - Clay
"The Sea" (Op. 47) Edward MacDowe 11
"Song of India" (from Sadko) N. Rlmsky-Korsakow
10. Notebooks.-- (a) Make a notebook of old ballads and
modern poems which you read as an extension of tnls unit. The
only special requirement is that you yourself copy each poem.
Use the typewriter if you are able* Your own personal comments
and illustrative sketches will add greatly to the interest of
your notebook, (b) As an alternative, make a notebook of
authors represented in this unit, including notes on their
lives and their writings.
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11. Oral readings.-- (a) Prepare, and re--d to the class,
some favorite poem from me extensive reading list. (b) See
suggestions under Book reviews.
12. Oral reports.-- (a) The life of an author whose work
we have studied. (b; Some topic suggested by the readings,
such as: The Inquisition in Spain; Torquemada and his career;
the nl story of Scotland Yard; how science helps the modern
detective; a mystery of the sea; the story or the family ghost;
artists' representations of the Ancient Mariner; Coleridge and
his friends; the Sargasso Sea.
13. Play -writing. -- (a) Rewrite in the form of a one-act
play some ghost or detective story that you have read in prose.
Ee sure to state, at the foot of your paper, the source of your
story. (b) Write an original mystery story in play form.
Notice suggestions given for Dramatization.
14. Yerse-wrlt ing.— Try your hand at telling in ballad
form some ghost story that you have read in prose, first see
how the poets have done this: Longfellow, for instance,
15 • Word study.-- (a) Taking one or two pages of "The Pit
and the Pendulum," make lists of the nouns, verbs, and adjec-
tives which Poe used effectively in creating atmosphere. (b)
Select 15 or 20 very effective words in "The Ancient Mariner,"
and write your own explanation as to how and why they are
effective
•
16. Written composition.-- See also Eook reviews, Letter-
writing, and Verse -writ ing. (a) Extra work may be submitted
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on the topics listed for required composition assignments. (b)
Topics suggested under Oral reports may be presented at greater
length in written form, (c) Read several tales by Poe and
several of Hawthorne* s "Twice -Told Tales." Write a comparison
of the two authors. (d) Write the story of some mysterious
person or place about wnich you have heard. Keep in mind the
importance of telling only what is necessary in creating the
desired effect upon your reader. (e) Trite a "horror" descrip-
tion of the interior of the well, which Foe leaves to the
imagination, (f) Trite the story of "the bonny l&ss" referred
to in the last stanza of "The Wife of Usher's Tell." (g) Trite
a tale to prove that the "excessively obvious" is easily over-
looked. Perhaps an incident of your own experience will pro-
vide a starting point.
17. Original ideas .-- You may have some other idea that
you wish to develop as an individual task; jot it down, and
ask the teacher's approval to go ahead.
Extensive Reading Suggestions
Detective Mysteries
Bishop Murder Case S. 3. Van Dine
Circular Staircase Mary Roberts Rinehart
Also: Tish
Complete Sherlock Kolmes Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Leavenworth Case Anna Katherlne Green
Also: "Doctor, His Wife, and the Clock Tt
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Mark of Gain Carol:/n Wells
Old Jud^e Priest Irvin S. Cobb
Tutt and Kr. Tutt Arthur C. Train
Uncle Abner Melville Davlsson Post
Also: Monsieur Jonquelle; Prefect of Police of
Talker of the Secret Service
Stories Weird or Uncanny
"Bewitched Ship" W. Clark Russell
"Four-Fifteen Express" Amelia B. jLawards
"Man with the Good Face" Frank Luther Mott
"Man Overboard" F. Marion Crawford
Also: "Upper Berth"
"A Messenger" Mary R. Shipman Andrews
"Monkey's Paw" W. W. Jacobs
"Phantom 'Rickshaw" Rudyard Kipling
"Red Room" H. G. Tells
"Signal- ManM Charles Dickens
Also: "Spectral Mortgage"
"Triumph of Night" Edith Wharton
Tales Edgar Allan Poe
Especially "Black Cat," "Cask of Amontillado,"
"Descent into the Maelstrom," "Fall of the House of
Usher," "Gold Bug," "Masque of the Red Death,"
"William Wilson"
Tales of a Traveler Washington Irving

Twice-Told Tales Nathaniel Hawthorne
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Strsnge and Mysterious Adventures
Beau Geste Perclval C. Wren
Victorien Sardou
Joseph C. Lincoln
Richard Harding Davis
John Buchan
"Black Pearl"
Blair's Attic
Gallegher and Other Stories
Greenmantle
Also: Hunting Tower ; Mr. Standfast ; Thirty -Nine Step s
Haunted Book Shop
House of the Three Ganders
Lorna Doone
Lost Horizon
Lost World
"Man Who Was"
Also: "Man Who Wouia Be King"
Moonstone
Also: "Terribly Strange Bed"
Monsieur Beaucaire
"Most Dangerous Game"
Mysterious Island
Also: Michael Strogoff
Christopher Morley
Irving Bachelier
Richard D. Elacitmore
James Hilton
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Rudyard Kipling
Wilkie Collins
Booth Tarkington
Richard Connell
Jules Verne
Adventures with Ships and Pirates
Book of Pirates Howard Pyle
Buccanee r s and Pirates of Our Coast Frank h. Stockton
All Sail Set Armstrong Sperry

John hsennetL
Jeffrey Farnol
Stephen f. Meader
Rafael Sabatml
Jack London
Charles E. Hawes
Barnaby Lee
Black Bartelmy's Treasure
Black Buccane er
Captain blood
Also: Sea Hawk
Cruise of the "Dazzler H
Dark Frl gate
Also: Great '^uest; Mutineers
Ghcst Shi p Nora Eurglon
Jinx Ship Howard Pease
Also: Shanghai Passage; v.Tlnd in the Rigging
Man They Hanged Robert '7. Chambers
Orl's House Crosble Garstin
Arthur D. H. Smith
John Calvin
Monica Shannon
Edward Ellsberg
Porto Bello Gold
Square- Rigged
Tawnymo re
Thirty Fathoms Deep
Also: Ocean Gold ; Spanish Nuggets
Try All Ports Ullnor Whitney
Wreck of the "Grosvenor" f, Clark Russell
Poems of Fancy
"The Admiral's Ghost" Alfred Noyes
Also: "Forty Singing Seamen," "The Highwayman,"
"A 3ong of Sherwood"
"The Ballad of Jean Lafitte" Lora C. Cheaney
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"The Bells" Edgar Allan Poe
Also: "The Raven," "Annabel Lee"
"The Cremation of Sam McG-ee" Robert 7. Service
"King Robert of Sicily," Henry 7. Longfellow
Also: "The Mother's Ghost," and "Torquemada, " all
three in Tales of a Wayside Inn
"The Lady of Shalott" Alfred Tennyson
"Sing a Song o" Shipwreck" John Masefleld
Also: "The Yarn of the Loch Achray"
"The Typhoon Junk" William Rose Eenet
Also: "Merchants from Cathay"
"The Yarn of the Nancy Bell" Sir William Gilbert
Test A - "Mystery Stories"
Instructions: Choose the one of the suggested answers
which best completes the statement. "Trite its letter
on the blank opposite the question.
Mr. Wilson first learned of the Red-Headed League 1
when
a. a customer told him of it.
b. he was looking through the Help-Wanted section.
c. his assistant showed him an advertisement.
d. he saw the name on the office door.
The assistant used his hobby of photography as a means 2
of
a. securing pictures of criminals.
b. using Tilsor/s cellar.
c. avoiding his duties in the shop.
d. earning extra money.
During his hours of work for the League, Wilson never 3
dared to
a. pause for hia customary tea.
b. smoke at his desk.
c. consult a reference book.
d« leave the office.

The 4
a. an innocent victim.
b. an accomplice.
c. Jonn Clay himself.
d. Clay's brother.
The "manager" pulled Jabez Wilson's hair in order to 5
a* see whether it ^ere a wig.
h« learn whether it had been pointed.
c. convince mmself of Wilson's bravery.
d. assure Wilson tne League was genuine.
Dr. tfatson is accustomed to 6
a. express bewilderment at a client's difficulty.
b. look after Holmes' correspondence.
c. make a stenographic record of interviews.
d. administer medicine for Holmes' nerves.
After hearing Wilson's entire story, Holmes promptly 7
a. told Wilson to sue the League.
b. curled up to smoke hie clay pipe.
c. asked Watson to get concert tickets.
d. consulted the Encyclopedia Erltannlca.
The first suspicious circumstance concerning Wilson's 8
assistant was
a. his accepting half wages.
b. his willingness to have his employer absent.
c. the white scar on his forehead.
d. the soiled and worn condition of his knees.
Holmes often played or listened to music in order to 9«...«
a. obey Dr. Watson's orders.
b. study a problem reflectively.
c. pass hours in idleness.
d. forget his work completely.
In this case Sherlock Holmes and the Scotland Yard 10
detective
a. had both realized that the League was a sham.
b. were ignorant of each other's work.
c. Jealously avoided each other.
d. co-operated harmoniously.
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Holmes found his greatest satisfaction in 11 • • • • •
a. winning recognition from Scotland Yard.
b. earning the gratitude of the bank.
c. solving a unique problem.
d. amazing his friend 7atson.
Holmes amazes the reader most of all by his 12
a. bravery.
b. air of humility.
c. keen observation.
d. calmness.
The Sherlock Holmes stories were wriuten by 13
a. Sir Edward Bulwer-Lytton.
b. Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.
c. n;dgar Allan Poe.
d. Lord Dunsany.
"The Red-Headed League" and "The Purloined Letxer" 14
are similar in that tney both deal with
a. inefficient policemen.
D. intelligent criminals.
c. court intrigue.
d. stolen property.
"Purloined" means 15
a. lost.
b. misplaced.
c. stolen.
d. hidden.
The Prefect was equivalent in rank to a 16
a. mayor.
b. chief of police.
c. cabinet minister.
d. private detective.
The Prefect was conspicuously lacking in 17
a. thoroughness.
b. autnority.
c. diplomacy.
d. imagination.
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If something Wafl beyond the Prefect's comprehension, lb
ne called it
a. odd.
b. clever.
c. simple.
d. foolish.
His search for the Purloined Letter convinced the 19
Prefect that
a. tne letter nad oeen destroyed.
b. tne reward did not Justify his work.
c. the thief was more clever then he.
d. a re -examination of the Minister's house
would reveal it.
Dupin undertook to recover the letter in order to 20
a. carry out his contract with the Prefect.
b. prove his contempt for the police.
c. perform a patriotic duty.
d. match wits with the clever Minister.
The Minister had placed the letter 21
a. in his desk drawer*
b. beneath the bed covers.
c. in plain sight.
d. under a pile of papers.
When found, the letter was 22
V
a. partially burned.
b. torn clear across.
c. folded in a smaller envelope.
d. turned inside out.
Dupin said that the measures adopted by the police 23
were
a. elipshod.
b. risky.
c. inapplicable.
d. wisely chosen.
In the opening paragrapn of "The Pit and the 24
Pendulum" we learn that the victim has been
a. guilty or treason.
b. captured by his king's enemies.
c. condemned by the Inquisition.
d. injured, In battle. I
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The man became sure that he was constantly watched, 25
when
a. he found food beside him.
b. the apartment grew light.
c. the pendulum stopped swinging.
d. he heard voices outside.
The light in the dungeon came from 26
a. an overhead lamp.
b. narrow slits near the roof.
c. flickering torches.
d. glowing steel walls.
Arrival of the captive's deliverers saves him from 27
being
a. sliced by the pendulum.
b. pushed into the pit.
c. eaten by the rats.
d. crushed by the failing walls.
"The \7ife of Usher's Well" tells of the tnree sons 28
who have returned from
a. a successful voyage.
b. a battle.
c. the feast.
d. the grave.
The three brothers had to leave when they heard 29.....
a. the bugle note.
b. the cock's crowing.
c. the Traveler's knocking.
d. the church bell.
"The Listeners" are 30
a. neighbors.
b. tne Traveler and his horse.
c. ghosts of former occupants.
d. the forest leaves.
Poe's writings show him to have been highly in- 31-
telligent and also
a. exceptionally kind.
b. fond of ocean travel.
c. heedless of danger.
d. wildly imaginative.
i

The story or "a Nigtot m an Inn" Is concerned with 32.
a. a landlord's greed.
b. the certainty of retribution.
c. a historic landmark.
d. a quarrel among beggars.
The Toff was admired by his gsng because of 33
a. his being a "gentleman."
b. his superior education.
c. his skill as a marksman.
d. his cleverness.
In hiring the inn, the Toff had expected 34.
a. to avoid the priests' pursuit.
b. to shoot the priests on sight.
c. to dispose of the priests quiet lj
.
d. to hide until the priests went away.
The sailors dreaded tne priests of Kleeh because 35
•
a. they feared the Idol's power.
b. they thought the priests would call police.
c. tney knew how their comrades had been treated.
d. they had a i'ear of everything Oriental.
The Toff kept busy behind his newspaper for the 36.
sake of
a. studying the racing results.
b. avoiding a quarrel with the sailors.
c. merely seeming to be unconcerned.
d. being free to complete nis plans.
Of the three sailors, the boldest appeared to be 37
a. Albert.
b. Bill.
c. Sniggers.
The Toff parted with the ruby readily because 38
a. he was willing to have it sold.
b. he thourht Albert would not accept it.
c. he expected the house was already surrounded.
d. he was simply absent minded.
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The Toff showed himself to be very proud o:' his 39
ability
a. to pick horses.
b. to play cards.
c. to escape a pursuer.
d. to judge precious stones.
Then Sniggers was sent outside for water, 40
a. he returned In terror.
b. he failed to reappear.
c. he found the outer door blocked.
d. he refused to go at all.
What the Toff did not foresee was 41
a. the need of killing all of the priests.
b. the appearance of the police.
c. the breakdown of Sniggers.
d. the arrival of the Idol itself.
The likelihood of overlooking the obvious is 42
illustrated particularly by
a. "The Purloined Letter."
b. "Two Crooks and a Lady."
c. "The Listeners."
d. "A Night at an Inn."
The action of "Two Crooks and a Lady" takes place 43
In
a. the lady's own room.
b. the library.
c. the dining room.
d. the sun parlor.
The r£le of the Lady is unusual because of 44.....
a. her composure.
b. her paralyzed condition.
c. her unfeeling nature.
d. her firm will.
Miller could not frighten :.Irs. Simms-Vane with 45
his revolver because
a. she thought him afraid to shoot it.
b. the thought of death was welcome to her.
c. he would not risk the noise.
d. it was only a "dummy."

The Lady first knew that Miller was In the room 46
because of his
a. whispering audibly lo Lucille.
b. stepping on a creaking board.
c. coming within her direct view.
d. being reflected in the mirror.
Miller secured the necklace by his promising to 47
a. give up marrying Lucille.
b. marry Lucille without delay.
c. "go straight" ever afterwaras.
d. resell the necklace to the Lady.
The Lady refused to save Lucille because 48
a. she had been Miller's accomplice.
b. she had kept one diamond.
c. she had shot Milier.
d. she had frequently displeased the Lady.
The unexpected outcome of the play hinges particu- 49
larly upon
a. Lucille' s mistake in the number of stones.
b. the return of Miss Jones.
c. Miller's poor aim*
d. tne lady's fondness ior hot milk.
ine i inal line of tne play suggests that the author 50«««..
Is most interested in one diiference between
a. strengtn and weakness of character*
D. success and failure in crime,
c. riches and poverty,
d. mistress and servant.
Test B: Mystery Stories. - "The Rime of the Ancient Mariner"
Instructions: From the list below each paragraph, choose
the one best word to fill each numbered gap. Write this
word beside the corresponding number at the right.
On a ship in a ( 1
;
region the mariner had been 1
(2 ) to G-od's creatures by (3
)
the albatross. His 2
companions had become (4
)
through approving the act. 3
Later, lying (5
)
at the equator, they all suffered 4
••
.
*
•
•
•
• *
i
\
:
«
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horrible (6) , while (7) things crawled upon the 5 • • • • •
sea*
beautiful guilty
becalmed kind
cruel manly
famine polar
feeding shooting
slimy
storms
thirst
tropical
unpunished
Long after his companions were (£) , the mariner- kj • . • • •
had to endure a (9) punishment
,
carrying about his
(11) of the (12)
9
neck the (10) and suffering the 10
men's eyes. At length, when he could admire end (13)
the creatures of the calm, the (14) sank into the sea .12
albatross dead
bless eternal
buried forgotten
cross happy
curse living
mariner
pray
satisfied
ship
spirit
13
14
(15) spirits inhabited the (16) bodies of the 15
crew while the mariner, in a deep (17), was borne 16 .....
(18) homeward. As the ship (19). he was saved in 17
the (20)'s beat. His tale, first told to the (21) ,
was heard long afterward by the (22). The tale 19
teaches the (27,) of all things (24J. by G-od. 20
angel gloomily
arrived hermit
bride living
sank
sleep
slowly
21
dead love
disappeared made
faded pilot
swiftly
trance
wedding-guest
23
24
r
CHAPTER III
A U1IIT OF HERO STORIES
The Unit
People of every era have glorified their great neroes and
/
have told the tales ol taeir bravery. The oldest hero stories
are the traditions or legends from which have grown the world's
epic poeins. In these epic poem3, in histories, biographies,
and tne historical romances writter. by madern authors, we may
learn of tne lives of heroes and glimpse the ideals of the
nations whoa they represent. In the background tne character-
istics of a whole race of people may be revealed, and their
customs concerning love, war, religion, and daily life. "VIth
the development of modern civilization, our conception of
heroism nss grown to include brave living not alone in war, but
in daily affairs.
Delimitation
1. The Cdyssey is an epic poem which tells the story of
Odysseus, a Greek who fought in the war at Troy over 1000
years B.C. It is a combination of legends collected, it is
supposed, by the blind poet Homer. To the Greeks of succeeding
generations Odysseus represented the best of human wisdom.
Aided and protected by the patron goddess Athene, he struggled
valiantly against the forces of nature and against his enemies,
-40-
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both men and gods. The noblest race of men that the ancient
Greeks could imagine are the mythical Phaeaeians, who enter-
tained Odysseus near the close of his wanderings. Their sports
in his honor are like the original Olympic games, the winner
of which received the highest honor from his countrymen.
2. After some two thousand years had passed, the heroes
of feudal Europe were the gallant knights. Their grsnd pas-
time was the tournament, which drew throngs of spectators from
all ranks of society. The prevailing customs and standards of
sportsmanship and bravery are told in detail by Sir Walter
Scott, who devotes several chapters of Ivanhoe to the account
of an elaborate tournament such as might have occured in the
days of Richard I.
3. Scott's stirring "Border Ballad" rings with the bravery
of the militant Scots whose independent spirit long made the
rugged country between Scotland and England the scene of
quarrels and warfare.
4. By the time of Q,ueen Elizabeth, England had become a
nation in the forefront of exploration, whose navy struggled
for the mastery of the seas against the powerful Armada of
Spain. British success w&s won by never-sey-die courage such
£3 that of Sir Richard Grenville, whose last battle is the sub-
ject of Tennyson's poem "The Revenue." The poem is remarkable
for its changing rhythmic patterns, and its bold, rapid narra-
tive.
5. Another hero whose courage was greatest in spite of

defeat was the Southern general, HoDert E. Lee. Hie fortitude
and dignity were rewarded with the respect 01 tne iNortn and
tnt; unfailing devotion of oxifc 'ooutn, as we learn m tne Dio-
grapny oy Tnomas nelson Page.
6. Many a eudoi ainciLcj nas likewise exhibited heroic gal-
lantry. Erowning's "Incident of the French Caiap" glorifies the
daring devotion shown by one young soldier of ITapoleon.
7. Of all modern heroes of science, perhaps the most ad-
mired is the genius of electrical invention, Thomas Alva Edison.
In the biography by Meadowcrof t , the chapter "From Poverty to
Independence" points out the personal qualities which contrib-
uted to Edison's early successes, particularly his confidence
and his coolness in the face of danger.
8. Ralph D. Paine' s story, "The Freshman Fullback," has
two heroes, the youth who triumphs on the football field and
his father, the newspaper man who gains from the boy's confi-
dence new courage to face life's hardships.
The Unit Assignment
(Planned time allotment, approximately three and one-half weeks
j
1. Introductory discussion based upon questions: Do you
admire seme particular hero? TTho are some of the world's
heroes, living today? That heroes .of history have you learned
about? Have heroes always been the same kind of persons?
2. (08 I) Our first readings about historic heroes take
us back to txhe ancient Greeks and the war at Troy. From the

Trojan War (1174 B.C.) come the stories of the Greek Homer
about the hero Odysseus (Ulysses), and also the tale of the
Roman Virgil about Aeneas, the Trojan whom Julius Caesar
claimed as an ancestor.
We shall begin with oral reports and classroom readings
to give us some highlights of the adventures of Odysseus. Then
everyone is to read about the sports which the Phaeacians held
in his honor (G3 III).
3. Silent reading in preparation for individual reports:-^
The Story of Odysseus (Ulysses)
(Readings in ITax J. Herzberg, Myths and their Meaning )
(a
(b
(c
(d
(e
(f
(6
(h
(i
U
U
a
(m
(n
Odysseus among the suitors of Helen (pp. 256-8).
Drafted for the Trojan War (pp. 258-9).
* Odysseus' stratagem for the capture of Troy (pp. 263-72).
Odysseus amons; the Ciconians (p. 284, 1).
* The Land of the Lotus -Eaters (p. 284, 2).
* Odysseus visits the Cyclops, Polyphemus (pp. 284-9, 3)«
Aeolus and the Fag of Winds (p. 289, 4).
Escape from the Laestry^onians (p. 2t!9» 5).
* Odysseus overpowers Circe (pp. 290-1, 6).
A Visit to the Realm of the Dead (p. 291, 7).
The bong of tile birens (p. 292 , o)»
bey 11a ana Cnarybdis (p< 292, 9),
The Cattle of the Sun (pp. 292-3, 10).
Captivity on the Island of Ogygia (p. 293, 11)
•
1/ The more essential topics are starred.

(0) * The Land of the Phaeacians (pp. 294-5, 12).
(p)« The Slaying of the Suitors (pp. 295-8, 13).
4. Individual oral reports on item 3» Teacher, as chair-
man, will co-ordinate reports and add further background mate-
rial preliminary to GS II.
5. (G-3 II) Classroom reading from Herzberg, Myths and
Their Meaning : The Trojan War, (pp. 254-275); The Adventures
of Ulysses, (pp. 283-300); (optional) The Adventures of
Aeneas, (pp. 305-321).
(a) Write for your notebooks good sentence answers to the
following questions.:
(1) That was the Trojan Tar? (when, where, by whom fought?)
(?) What, according to legend, caused its outtreak?
(3) How do we reelly know Troy existed?
(4) Tno 7,rere tne most prominent warriors, on each side?
(5) For what incident at Troy was Odysseus renowned?
(6) How long was Odysseus 8bsent from Ithaca?
(b) Also write the list of Odysseus' adventures.
6. (GS III) Home study: "The Entertainment of Odysseus"
(Text: p. 695). Notice in your reading: ik) the editor's pref-
atory remarks; (T~) the free use of descriptive adjectives
( "epi-.rets" ) ; (c; tne ideals of the people in the 3tory
;
(") the athletic prowess of Odysseus and of tne Ihaeac iaris
;
(e) tne appearance cf the goddess Athene, disguised, to encour
age Odysseus.
Prepare carefully your own written answers to the discus-
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slon questions, (pp. 703-4).
?• Discussion of GS III, based upon topics suggested.
8. Supplementary lesson (material furnished "by teacher):
(a) Pupils read quotations frou Cdyssey, illustrating: (1)
Homer's fcnlnesr for use oi simile : (2) respect for women among
Homeric Greeke: Fenelope, Arete, "ausicaa; (7) devotion of
faithful servant, Eunaeus. (b) Comparison of Greek, Roman,
and I'orse deities, (c) Comparison of Odysseus with the Horse
hero Clef Tryggveson; reading from Longfellow's "Saga of King
Olaf," II, stanzas 10-14.
9. Oral reports on assigned topics dealing with the
Crusades and the Age of Chivalry: (a) feudalism - meaning and
history; (b) the training and profession of a knight; (c) the
Crusades in general - meaning and history; (d) the Third
Crusade; (e) Richard's record as warrior and king; (i) John's
record as prince and king.
10. Talk by teacher, illustrated by pictures on bulletin
board. Introduction of Ivanhoe as a story that portrays the
period of the Crusades. Principal features of Scott's story:
(a) Saxon hatred of Norman conquerors; (b) John's plotting
against Richard I; (c) envious antagonism against Jewish finan-
ciers; (d) romantic interest In capture and rescue of the hero-
ines, Rebecca and Rowena; (e) pageantry oi Knights Templars;
(f) universal interest in the tournament.
The Tournament, general background: (a) typical spectacle
of the feudal period, comparable to Greek theatre or Olympic

games, Roman arena, Spanish bullfight, American circus or
football game; (b) financed by a nobleman, with weal^n secured
from his vassals; (c) participants, knights who fought for
glory; (d) tournaments popular until much later in history;
(e) attracted all classes of people; (f) crowds much the same
in all ages; many common people and a few outstanding leaders;
(g) conflicts, whether of personalities, wits, or physical
bodies, always draw the audience.
11. (GS IV) Notebook vrork. Copy from the blackboard the
diagram of "The Lists at Ashby."
12. (GS V) Read (Text: pp. 168-191) "The Tournament at
Ashby," from Ivanhoe, by Sir Walter Scott. Study the discus-
sion questions, pp. 190-192. Write sentence answers to ques-
tions 2,4,6,7,8,9. (Item 6 refers to the tournament rules
particularly.) Think out your own reactions to questions 3,5,
and 10.
13. Discussion of GS V. Suggestions for further reading
on the age of chivalry, and for other optional activities.
14. ^GS VI) A free-reading period in class. Choose any-
thing you wish that is on the extensive list for this unit.
Make out your personal reading list and as you read each selec-
tion, mark the date against the item. (Part of the class will
do GS VII before GS VI, because of limited book supply.)
15. (GS VII) Read silently in class from the appendix to
Ivanhoe, Tressler's abridged edition, pp. 603-612, about the
author himself, Sir Walter Scott. Can you discover why Scott
(
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was considered a real h9ro? In the sam volume, see pp. 613-4
for a special reading list, and pp. 614-625 for supplementary
articles of interest to readers of Ivanhoe
.
16. Teacner will read aiuua DCutu's "Boruer bsnaa"
IText: pp. 20b-i), leading tne discussion and the unison read-
ing of the poem. Volunteers will be asked to prepare poems
by Scott for reading on the program of optional work.
17. (C-S VIII) Read (Text: pp. 207-213) "The Revenge" by
Alfred, Lord Tennyson. Here is a story that is really stirring,
about a hero who "didn't know when he was licked." Read it xixe
any sea yarn. Notice how promptly the rhythm of the verses
changes to suit the thought. Use discussion questions, pp. 2x3-
214, for thoughtful review.
18. In the class period, test reading by using the twelve
multiple-choice questions in text, pp. 730-731.
19. Discussion of GS VIII, including oral reading by
teacher or selected pupils.
20. (GS IX) Napoleon is said to have inspired in his sol-
diers a marvelous spirit of love and loyalty. Head (Text:
pp. 331-3) Browning's poem, "Incident of tne French Camp,"
which narrates one htroic martyrdom of a mere boy in Napoleon's
army. Is a hero always a person of hl[{h rank?
21. (GS X) After General Robert Lee surrendered to the
Nortnern commandex
,
'j-rant, now could Thomas Nelson Page, the
biographer, declare that Lee, the defeated, was a greater Lee
than the Lee of victorious battles? Read "Lee in Defeat"
i
(Text: pp. 321-5), and write sentence answers to the questions
for study, pp. 325-6.
22. Short answer test (Text: pp. 732, 1-12) on GS IX,
followed "by discussion of GS IX and GS X. Preparatory to G-S XI,
emphasize possibility of finding heroism anywhere.
23. (GS XI) Oral composition: our "Hall of Fame." Each
pupil will have the privilege of nominating one hero or heroine,
in a speech of not over three minutes' duration. People of any
race, nationality, period, or occupation are eligible for
nomination.
24. (GS Xli) Have our ideals of success and heroism ex-
panded with the progress of the world, since the days of
Odysseus, of ivanhoe, or of Sir Richard Grenvilie? Do we now
recognize heroes in everyday life, as well as in times of
great, danger? Our remaining two reaaxngs have to dc with young
men facing the first test of character. (a) Read (Text: pp. 285-
8) "From Poverty to Independence," from Boy's Life of Sdison
,
by William H. Meadowcroft. What qualities do you find in
Edison which you have observed in otner neroes we nave studied?
K'oi Kead (Text: pp. .502-20) "The Freshman Fullback," by Ralph
D. Paine. Can you una heroic qualities to admire in both
young Seeley and his f g ther?
25. In class, brief true-false test on Edison, GS XII a
(Text: pp. 736-7, 14 statements), followed by problem of
selecting and arranging essential statements in outline of "The
Freshman Fullback," GS XII b (Text: pp. 737-8; Jumbled outline

of lp> sentences J
.
26. Discussion of GS XII and 25. Emphasize heroism as
necessary for successful career in sport or in business.
27. (GS XIII) Reports on extensive readings. On small
composition paper, cive a report of all the extra readings you
ij
!
have done for the unit. Write two or three lines' comment
about each reading,
28. (GS XIV) "Our Own Hero Tales": Write an original story
of heroism or gallantry (in success or in failure) basing your
story on some incident that actually happened in real life - in
a game, at school, at camp, or at home. Plan to show your
story to several classmates lo secure their suggestions, well
in advance of the final due date. We shall try to have some
stories read in class in their early stages, and some when they
are complete.
29. (GS XV) Exhibition of optional extra work.
30. (G-S XVI) Objective test.
31. Summary discussion following test.
Optional Related Activities
1. Art work: sketches and po sters .-- (a) Draw one or more
illustrations for a reading from this unit. Suggestions: an
adventure of Odysseus (see illustrations in textbooks on
myths); a famous knlp-ht; a costume plate of the characters in
Ivanhoe ; a scene from Ivanhoe , The Talisman , or Men of Iron ;
a feudal castle as described in Ivanhoe ; a ground plan of
Torquilstone or of Rotherwood; the gallant Revenge (see fron-

tispiece from painting by Harold M. Sichel in Cross, Smith,
and Stauffer's Good Re ading for High Schools, Eook I , Glnn);
bust of Robert £• Lee, or the general on his famous horse; a
group or Edison's inventions. (b) Make a notebook of pictures
illustrating this whole series of readings. Include a brief
note with each reference to explain its connection with our
study. (c) Draw a set of illustrations showing the development
of naval craft since tne time of Homer. (d) Make a clear map
of Odysseus' supposed trail, or of the Ivanhoe country.
2. Book review . -- (a) Review in writing a collection of
hero tales suggested for your extensive reading. Point out the
chief characteristics of the several heroes and write a thorough
discussion of tne importance of the one you consider the great-
est, (b) Read a historical novel or romance from the recom-
mended list and write a recommendation that wilx persuade your
classmates to read it too. emphasize the historical value of
the story as well as the exciting incidents and the qualities
of the important characters. Include an illustrative poster if
possible
.
3. Dramatizat ion. "A Meeting of the Olympic Gods," or
"A Gatnerlng of the Olympic Gods at a Mortal Wedding," (Eacn
god might bring the best gift he could offer. ) Let a committee
of three pupils prepare the script and choose the actors, con-
sulting the teacher for advice.
4. Handicraft: figures .-- (a) Carve from soft wood or
(b) draw and color, with paints or crayons, a eroup of five
50
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or more figures representing dirferent people of Ivanhoe or
different types of the Ivanhoe period. (You may choose to
substitute the Homeric period.) (c) Dress dolls correctly to
represent people of our readings.
5. Handicraft: model building.-- (a) Construct a model,
in wood or soap, of a Greek amphitheatre, temple, or stadium;
or of a modern stadium designed in G-reek style; or of a feudal
castle similar to one of thos c described in Ivanhoe. (b) Euild
a ship model, of the Revenge or of some other famous vessel.
6. Handicraft: wesving.-- Tapestry -weaving v/as one of the
principal household arts even in ancient Greece, and attained
to its highest development during the latter Middle Ages.
Weaving large tapestry pictures was the task of a lifetime.
Have you seen those in the great halx of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston? Try weaving a small picture in a pattern suitable
for either Greek or Medieval period.
7. Letter-writing.-- (a) Imagine yourself an eye-witness
of the occurrence that impressed you most among our recent
readings. TVrite a letter to a relative in which you tell all
that you saw and heard. Remember that you must use language
forms appropriate to the period and to the person you address,
(b) As Rowena, write to your best friend, Lady Alfreds, tell-
ing the story of the tournament. Give a full account of your
excitement, assuming you recognized Ivanhoe the moment he
appeared. (c) As Telemachus, write a letter to Menelaus, Kxng
of Sparta, after the killing of the suitors.
*>ato» Bhlrerelty
<
B. Memory work . Memorize at. least 12 lines of poetry
from the required or extensive readings, to be recited to the
class on a program of optional activities.
9. Music . -- For a program of music related to this unit,
you might choose (a) patriotic songs of our own and other
nations; (b) military marches such as "Stars and Stripes For--
ever," "El Capitan," "Semper Fidelis," and "Washington Post"
by Sousa, "American Patrol" by Meacham; and (c) heroic music
like the following from familiar operas: (see also Vlctrola
Book of tne Opera, for stories and listed records)
"Coronation March" ("The Prophet") G. Meyerbeer
"Grand March" ( "Alda" ) G. Verdi
"Pilgrims" Chorus" ( "Tannhaeuser" ) R. Wagner
"Rak6czy March" ("Damnation of Faust") H. Berlioz
"Ride oi the Valkyries ("Die Walklire") R. Wagner
••Soldiers' Chorus" ("Faust") C. Gounod
(d) From the works of Sir Walter Scott: "Hail to the Chief,"
"Ave Maria" (music by Schubert), and "Soldier, Resti"
10, Notebooks . -- (a) Suggested subjects include: Modern
Heroes, Heroes of Chivalry, the War at Troy, Greek Life in
Homer's Day (customs, dress, dwellings), the Olympic Council,
Ancient Deities end Heroes, Goddesses end Women of the Odyssey
(Penelope, Helen, Atnene, Calypso, Arete, Nausicae). From
sources listed for extensive readings, prepare original arti-
cles about heroes you wish to include, and Incidents in their
lives. Related articles ar out customs, houses, tools and weep-
4
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one, or sketches may be added for variety. Concentrate on one
subject only. (b). Start your own collection of ballads and
rousing poems (or, if you prefer, tender or reflective poems).
Just one restriction applies: your orn handwriting or typewrit-
ing. Illustrate the poems as you like. Ee sure to have a
bright attractive cover.
11. Oral readings.-- Prepare and read aloud to the class
a suitable brief selection from the reading list, poetry
preferred. The following topics are, however, of particular
Interest, (a) Ivanhoe, Chapter I, the part which telis about
the Normans and the Saxons (Tressler ed., pp. 1-3). Or, about
the French and Anglo-Saxon languages (pp. 8-10). Or, the des-
cription or unusual characters in the story (e.g., G-urth and
Wamba. ). (b) "The Revenge" compared with Sir Walter Raleigh's
account or onis naval cattle, written 1^91. See newcomer and
Andrews, Twelve Centuries of English Poetry and Prose, pp. 20tf-
lx. (c) The story of the English defeat of the Spanish navy,
from a history reference to the "Invincible Armada." (d) "The
Glory of Ships," poem by Kenry Van Dyke, in Prose and Poetry,
Ninth Year, pp. 374-6. (e) Poetry ox Sir TTalter Scott:
"Lochinvar , " from Marmicn; "Love of Country," from The Lay of
the Last Minstrel; "The Parting of Marmion and Douglas," from
Marmion; "Jock of Hazeldean" (ballad); from "The Lady of the
Lake," Canto First, XXXI: "Soldier, rest!"; Canto Second, XIX:
Boat Song, "Hall to the Chief"; Canto Third, XXIX: "Hymn to
the Virgin"; Canto Sixth, XXIV: "Lay of the Imprisoned Huntsmen."

12. Orel reports,-- (a) Choose an ancient deity for
special reading, and prepare a talk of not over three minutes,
on the following points: (1) Greek name of god or goddess;
(2) Roman name; (3) dwelling; (4) chief powers and duties;
(5) relationship to other gods and mortals; (6) connection with
particular myths and hero tales. (b) Tell the class about
Heinrich Schliemann, "the man who found Troy." (c) Further
topics related to chivalry and the Ivanhoe period: a typical
feudal castle; armor and weapons or the feudal period (knights
and foot-soldiers); handicraft in the Middle Ages; education in
the Middle Ages. (d) Related to the Odyssey : history of the
original Olympic G-ames, or the modern series; the great flood
in Bible story and in legends; causes and effects of the Trojan
^ar; a hero tale from mythology (classic, Norse, or Celtic); a
comparison of the Aeneld and the Odyssey ; how composers have
told myths in music, (e) Development of sea transportation:
explain changes from age to age. (f) Grant and Lee: their
post-war careers and reputations. (g) A modern example of
chivalry (or of heroism). (h) "The greatest show I ever saw."
(Was it circus, football, yacht race, movie, storm?)
13. Verse -writ ing » -- If you wish to try, make a ballad on
"The Tournament" or on your favorite hero. Your original
verses would make the finest possible opening or closing selec-
tion for your personal notebook of poems.
14. Word study .-- (a) A little notebook on curiosities of
modern speech would be likely to interest your classmates:
t1
select any 20 or 25 words from the ^ord study questions listed
in Herzberg's Myths and Their Meaning, and work up a paragraph
answer for each, -.uestions on pp. 278, 302, 319,320, and 334
will be good groups to try. if the derivations cannot be found
in this book, consult the unabridged dictionary. (b) Choose
20 or 25 words from "The Tournament" that seem unusually
picturesque. Search out the definition and derivation of each.
15 • Written re ports and stor ies . --See also Eook reviews
,
Letter-writing , and Verse -writing . (a) Various topics under
Orsl reports will be found suitable for written reports, (b)
^rite a character sketch of Odysseus. Point out the traits he
displayed in his various adventures. How would he measure up
to modern ideas of a hero? (c) Having read Herzberg's chapter
(XVIil) on "Myths in Homer, Virgil, and Cvid," pp. 337-47,
write a report on "Poets of Ancient G-reece and Rome," discussing
(1) the standing of poets among ancient peoples; (2) the rela-
tion of poetry to athletic games; (3) the religious aspect of
ancient poetry. (d) "The Lorelei," by Helnrlch Heine, tells a
German legend similar to the story of the Sirens. Study both
stories and vrrite a comparison of the two. (e) Odysseus relates
to his grown son Telemachus, his encounter with Polyphemus.
Emphasize the way in which the prayer-curse was fulfilled,
(f ) In the ^ords of the Trojan hero Aeneas, tell Dido, queen
of Carthage, about the fall of 'i'roy. Remember that you must
express the Trojan point of view, and that you are addressing
the queen. (g) "'rite one of the following imaginative stories:
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;
a monologue of Tantalus; the trial of a newly -arrived spirit
before the three Judges of the underworld; a further adventure
of Odysseus (which Homer failed to record); the sailors' conver-
sation, before and alter opening the Bag of "finds. (h) Read,
and compare with the Odyssey, a modern adventurer's Journey
over Odysseus* trail: The Glor ious Adventure
,
by Richard
Halliburton, (1) Discuss one of these topics: personal quali-
ties of Ivanhoe that I admire; Gurth, the hero from the soil
(compare with aumaeus, in tne Ody ssey ; ; why I admire 7ambs
;
the real heroine: Rowena or Rebecca; why England never had a
King John II (look up the lives of Richard I and John).
(J) Stamp collectors may write reports (or make notebooks ; on:
mytnoxogy tnroufcn cnc world* s postage stamps; stories of heroes
shown on stamps.
Extensive Reading Suggestions
A. Legends, Mytns, and Lore of Ancient limes
Classic My ths That Live Today Frances E. Sabin
How the Great Re 1
i
s Ions Rera n Joseph Gaer
Myths and Ihe lr Meaning Max J. Herzberg
Story of Mankind Hendrik W. Van Loon
Denmark: Singing Sword; the Story of
Sir Ogler the Dane Mary P. Hyde
England: Stories from the
Faerie Q,ueene Mary Macleod
Stories of Beowulf H. E. Marshall
Kerry Adventurea of Robin Hood Howard Pyle
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Finland: The Sampo; Hero adventures
from tne Finnish Kalevala James Baldwin
France: Story or Koland James Baldwin
Legends of Charlemagne Thomas Eulfinch
Germany: Story of Siegfried James Baldwin
"fonder lales from 'Yagner A* A. Chapin
Greece: Day in Old Athens William Stearns Davis
Golden Fleece and tne Heroes
Lived before Achllies Padralc Colum
Homeric Greece Marjorie and
C.H.B. Quennell
Adventures of Odysseus and the
Tale of Troy (Children's Hour) Padraic Colum
Odyssey of Homer (tr.) George h. Palmer
bonder Book end Tanglewood Tales Nathaniel Hawthorne
Iceland: Story of Grettir the Strong Allen French
Also: Story of Rolf and the 7iking's Bow
India: Rama, the Hero of India Dhan G. Mukerji
Ireland: Boys' Cuchulain: Heroic Legends
of Ireland (comp. ) Eleanor Hull
Wonder Smith and His Son Ella Young
Also: Tangle -coated Horse
Italy: Aeneid for Boys and Girls A. J. Church
Book of the Ancient Romans Dorothy Hills
Story of the Roman People Eva March Tappan
Persia: Ivory Throne of Persia Dorothy Colt

Epic of Kings ; retold from
Flrdusi's Shah Nameh
Ru s s 1 a : Skazki; Tales and Legends
of Old Russia
Helen Ziramern
Ida Zeitlin
Scandinavian Countries: Canute Whlet lewlnks
and other stories
Children of Odin
In the Days of Giants
Norse Stories Retold from
the Kddaa
Stories of Norse Heroes
Zakarias Topelius
Padralc Colum
Abbie Farweli Brown
H. W. Mabie
E.M. Wilmot-Euxton
Scotland: Tales from Scottish Eallads Mrs. Elizabeth Grierson
retold by Judge ParrySpain: Don Q,ulxote
Tele of the Warrior Lord
Wales: Island of the Mighty
,
(MabinogionJ
Boy's King Arthur
bLory of King Arthur end
His Knights
Eooks on Chivalry and English History
Age of Chivalry
Book of Romance
Boys 1 Frolssart
Boy's Book of Chivalry
(tr.) Merriam Sherwood
(ed.) Padraic Colum
Sir Thomas Malory,
(ed.) Sidney Lanier
Howard Pyle
Thomas Eulfinch
Andrew Lang
Jean Frolssart
(ed.) Sidney Lanier
H. Hall
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England's Story
Stories of English History
Story of the Crusades
Story of the English
When Knights Were Bold
American Indians:
Blackfoot Lodge Tales
Indian -/r-y Stories
Myths and Legends of
the Iroquois
Navaho Tales
Old Indian Legends
Tales from Silver Lands
Taytay's Tales
Trail Book
Waterless Mountain
Wigwam Evenings
Zunl Indian Tales
Eva March Tappan
A. J. Church
E. M. Wilmot-Buyton
H. A. Guerber
Eva March Tappan
G. B. Grinneli
F. B. Lindermann
Converse end Parker
William 'Thitman
Zitkala-Sa
Charles J. Finger
E. W. DeHuff
Mrs. M. H. Austin
Mrs. L. A. Armer
C.A. and E.G. Eastman
Mrs. Aileen Nusbaum
B, Historical Personsges
Fighters on Land and Sea:
Booh: of Bravery
Boo£ 01 Old Ships
Book of the Happy Warrior
Drake's Q,uest
Famous Cavalry Leaders
Henry W. Lanier
Henry E. Oliver
Sir Henry John Newbolt
Cameron Rogers
Charles H. L. Johnston
i
Salllpoll
Heroes Every Child Should Know
Heroes of the Storm
Indian Heroes end
Great Chieftains
Peril of tne Sea
Sa^as of the Seas
Sea Fighters from
Drake to Farragut
Ships and Sailors of Old Salem
Outstanding Persons:
Abe Lincoln Grows Up
American, the Life Story of
a Great Indian
Autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin
Boct3 and Saddles
Boy with Edison
Boy's Lire of Colonel Lawrence
Boy 1 s Life of J3d 1 son
Boy's Life of Lafayette
Boy's Li fe of Robert E. Lee
Bov ' a Life of Theodore Roosevelt
Daniel Boone, Wildernes s Scout
Dauernter of the Samurai
Florence i'llghtmgale
John Masef leld
H. W. Mabie
William Douglae O'Connor-
Charles A. Eastman
John Gilbert Lockhart
Joseph Lewis French
Jessie P. Frothingham
Ralph D. Paine
Carl Sandburg
Frank E. Linderraan
Benjamin Franklin
Mrs. Bo Custer
William A, Simonds
Lowell J. Thomas
William H. Meadowcroft
Helen Nicolay
Stanley F. Horn
Hermann Hagedorn
Stewart Edward White
Etsu Inagaki Sugimoto
Laura jjj. Kichards

From Immigrant to Invento r
Henry Ford, Motor Genius
Jeanne d'Arc
Michael Pup in
William A. Simonds
Jeannette Eaton
Also: The Girl in White Armor Albert B. Paine
Lincoln Stories
Magician of Science: the Boys'
Life of Stelnmetz
Making of an American
Story of a Pioneer
Story of My Life
Also: Midstream: My Later Life
Honore W. Morrow
John Winthrop Hammond
Jacob A. Riis
Anna Howard Shaw
Helen Keller
Up from Slavery
Whit e House Gang
Famous Flights and Fliers:
Around the World In 8 Day s
Boy Scout with Byrd
Booker T. Washington
Earle Looker-
Wiley Post and
Harold Gatty
Paul F. Siple
Boys 1 Life of the Wright Brothers Mitchell V. Charnley
Conquering the Air
Falcons of France
Flying with Lindbergh
From the Ground Up
Fun of It
Heroes of the Air
Archibald Williams
Charles Nordhoff and
James Norman Hall
Donald E. Keyhoe
William A. Simonds and
Fred L. Black
Amelia Earhart
Chelsea Curtis Fraser
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Jump? Don Glassman
North to the Orient Anne Morrow Lindbergh
1
Skyward Richard E. Byrd
F
Also: Little America •
"We" Charles A. Lindbergh
Collections of Biography:
Actions Speak (ed.; it'dwin D. Starbuck
and staff
Also: High Trail; Real Persons
Book of Courage nermann Hagedorn
Girls itho Did Helen J. Ferris and
Virginia Moore
rir'ppt, Tnvpnt.oTs and Thp1 r
Tnvpnt. 1 on q P. P. Rflfhmfini. • it • UCvillUG.ll
Heroes of Civilization Joseph Cottier and
Haym Jaffe
Heroes of Progress hVa March Tappan
Heroes of Today Mary Rosetta Parkman
Modern Lives Charles and Gertrude
u-aston
Modern Pioneers Joseph George Cohen
More than Conquerors Ariadne Gilbert
C. Heroes of Fiction
Stories of Ancient Greece and Rome ••
Ben Hur Lew 7a 1lace
I
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Friend of Caesar William Stearns Davis
Also: Victor of Salamis
Last Days of Pompeii Edward Bulwer-Lytton
\ Q,uo Vadls Henry Sienkiewlcz
Spartan Caroline Dale Snedeker
Standard Eearer Albert C. Whitehead
With the .Saclea Paul L. Anderson
The Middle Ages and After: Eastern and Mediterranean Europe:
Beauty of the Purple William Stearns Davis
Golden Star of Halich Eric P. Kelly
Long Defence Frledrlch Donauer
(tr. ) E. T. Cooper
Shadow of the Crown Ivy Bolton
Trumpeter of Krakow Eric P. Kelly
With Fire and Sword Henry Sienkiewicz
The Middle Ages and After: western Europe and u-reat Britain:
Black Arrow Robert Louis Stevenson
Black Tulip Alexandre Dumas
Also: Three Musketeers
Edwy the Fair Augustus David Crake
Flight of the Heron Dorothy K. Broster
Gentleman of France Stanley John Weyman
Also: Under the Red Robe
Helmet of Navarre Bertha Runkle
Hereward the Wake Charles Kingsley
Martin Hyde, the Duke's Messenger John iYl&sefield

Mlcah Clarke
Out of the Flame
Pe
r
sonal Recollect lons of
Joan of Arc
Also: Prince and the Pauper
Quentin Durward
Scottish Chiefs
Shadow of the Sword
Tod of the Fen s
Waif Maid
When Knighthood was In Flower
Knights and Crusaders:
Boy of the Lost Crusade
Connecticut Yankee In King
Arthur's Court
Ivanhoe
Also : Talisman
Men of Iron
Prince and the Page
White Company
The Days of Discovery and Colonization
Beauvallet
Bright Face of Danger
Also: Scarlet Cockerel
Courageous Companions
Java Ho i
Sir Arthur Conen Dcyle
Eloiee Lownsbery
Samuel L. Clemens
(Mark Twain)
Sir Walter Scott
Jane Porter
Hawthorne Daniel
Elinor Whitney
May Y. McNeer
Charles Major
Agnes D. Hewes
Samuel L. Clemens
Sir Walter Scott
Howard Pyle
Charlotte M. Yonge
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Georgette Heyer
Clifford M. Sublette
Charles J. Finger
Johen W. Fabric ius
Ii
Kenllworth
Spice end tne Devil's Csve
Also: Swords on tne Sea
Standish of Standish
Sir Walter Scott
Agnes D. Hewes
Jane G-. Austin
Also: Betty Alden; The Nameless Nobleman
To Have and To Ho ld
Trading East
71th LaSalle the Explorer
Europe in Revolutionary Days:
Blacksmith of Vllno
Clutch of the Corsican
Count of Monte Crlsto
Les Mlserables
Lit t lb UuKe
Mlceh Clsrke
Red Prior's Legacy
Reds of the Midi
Scaramouche
Scarlet Pimpernel
Thlrlrlnd
Revolutionary America:
Alice of Old Vincennes
Andy Breaks Trail
Deerslayer
Also: Spy , Last of the Mohicans , Pilot
Drums James Boyd
Mary Johnston
Freelove Smith
Virginia Watson
Eric P. Kelly
Alfred H. Bill
Alexandre Dumas
Victor Hugo
Charlotte M. Yonge
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
Allred H. Eiil
Felix Gras
Rafael Safcatini
Baroness Orczy
William Stearns Davis
Maurice Thompson
Constance Lindsay SklmEr
James Fenimore Cooper
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Freedom's Daughter Gertrude Crownfleld
Hugh Tynne, free Quaker Dr. S. ";eir Mitchell
Janice Meredith Paul Leicester Ford
1
Joscelyn of the Forts Gertrude Crownfleld
Meggy Macintosh Elizabeth Janet Gray
Richard Carvel Winston Churchill
A Few Civil War Stories:
Crisis TTinston Churchill
The Perfect Tribute Mary R. S. Andrews
Red Badge of Courage Stephen Crane
Red Rock Thomas Nelson Page
1
Also: Two Lltue Confederates
Heroes of School and College:
Adventures in Sport (ed.) Louis J. Persky
All for Andover Claude M. Fuess
"Barbed ^ire" Lawrence Perry
"The Best Man on the Team" £arl Reed Silvers
Cadet Days Charles King
Campus Days Ralph l>. Paine
Princeton Stories Jesse Lynch Till lams
Smith College Stories Josephine D. Bacon
Stover at Yale Owen Johnson
Also: The Varmint
>
That Year at Lincoln High Joseph Goliomb
Tom Brown's Scnool Days Thomas Hughes
Also: Tom Brown at Oxford

D. Selected Poetry References
In Spauxdlng and Spauldlng, upen 'jates
"Abraham Davenport"
"Arnold Von Winkelried"
"Charge of the Light Brigade"
"Craven"
"The Guards Came Through"
"How Sleep the Brave"
"I Have a Rendezvous with Death"
"Jim Bludso"
"John Burns of Gettysburg
"The Soldier"
John G-. Whittler
James Montgomery
Alfred Tennyson
Sir Henry Newbolt
Sir Arthur Conan Doyle
William Collins
Alan Seeger
John Hay
Bret Harte
Rupert Brooke
In Lyman and Hill, Literature and Living, Book Three (Rev,)
"An American Creed"
"The Building of the Ship"
Also: "Christmas Bells"
"Credo"
"The Mothers or Men"
"The Need for Men"
"What Constitutes a State?"
Charles W. Eliot
Henry W« Longfellow
Elias Liberman
Joaquin Mllier
Jo siah &. Holland
William Jones
In O'Keefe and Guindon, Junior High School Poetry
"Battle of the Baltic" Thomas Campbell
Also: "Ye Mariners of England"
"Old Ironsides" Oliver W. Holmes
In Alice Cecilia Cooper, Poems of Youth
"Argus" (from The Odyssey) (tr.) Alexender Pope

"The Lotos -Eaters" Alfred Tennyson
Also: "Ulysses," "Sir Galahad"
"On First Looking Into Chapman's
Homer" John Keats
In Greer, Van Arsdale , and Tilber
Pro se and Poetry Adventures
"The Battle of Blenheim" Robert Southey
"Columbus" Joaquin Miller
"Horatius at the Bridge'' Thomas E. Macaulay
"The Song of the Camp" Bayard Taylor
In McGraw, Prose and Poetry for Enjoyment
"Ballad of Lucky Lindbergh" Nancy Byrd Turner
"The Color Bearer" Margaret J» Preston
"The Fighting Temeralre " Sir Henry Newbolt
"The Hell-Gate of Soissons" Herbert Kaufman
"The Spires of Oxford" Winifred M. Letts
"The Svrord of Robert Lee" Abrara Joseph Ryan
In McGraw, Nay lor, and Wilber, Prose and Poetry, Ninth Year
"The Brave at Home" Thomas B. Read
"Captain Barney's Victory" Philip Freneau
"Conductor Bradley" John G. Whittier
"Dewey at Manila" Robert U. Johnson
In Chamberlain and Richards,
Beacon Lights of Literature, Ninth Year
"Lindbergh" Wendell Phillips Stafford
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Test A - "Hero Stories"
Instructions: Choose the one of the suggested answers
which best completes the statement, ^rite its letter
on the blank opposite the question.
Odysseus was reported to have accomplished 1.
.
all his adventures
a. entirely unaccompanied.
b. in his imagination.
c. through tne aid of the gods.
d. with only his personal strength.
Odysseus was most famous among the Greeks at Troy 2..
for his
a. inventive wisdom.
b. reckless daring.
c. brave fighting.
d. speedy running.
The Phaeacians are described in the Odyssey as being 3*
•
a. cruel to their captives.
b. highly skilled in rowing.
c. poorly governed.
d. clever traders.
Tftien Odysseus arrived among tne Phaeacians, he was 4..
almost exhausted from
a. trying to escape Trojan pursuers.
b. walking for hours without food*
c. carrying his heavy armor,
d. battj.-.ng the sea unaided.
These mythical Phaeacians acted as people who had 5««
been trained to
a. consider themselves superior to the gods.
b. obey Spartan discipline.
c. behave nobly toward one another.
d. maltreat an strangera who ventured near them.
Athene was the goddess of 6..
a . be a uty •
L. wisdom.
c. war.
d. harvests.

The gretest of the deities worshipped by the '-reeks
was
.
7
a. Zeus.
b. Poseidon.
c . Are s
.
d. Athene.
The G-reeks regarded as their special patron deity
a. Aphrodite.
b. Athene.
c. Hermes.
d. Poseidon.
Odysseus showed the Ehaeacians that he was their 9
superior at
a. boxing.
b. dancing.
c. weight throwing.
d. foot racing.
Poseidon, the sea-god, was the special protector of 10
a. Greek fishermen.
b. Odysseus' sailors.
c. Trojan merchants.
d. Phaeaclan seamen.
Odysseus was greatly encouraged by 11
a. his victory over Laodaaee at boxing.
b. the appearance of Athene in human form.
c. the bard 1 8 song about Odysseus at Troy.
d. tne news tuat Alcinous also was an enemy of tne Trojans
Trie adventures of tne Odyssey occurred earlier than 12
those of Iva nhoe by nearly
a. 2400 years
.
b. 1200 years.
c . 60u years
.
d. 20'J years.
The Homeric city of Troy 13
a. has alrays attracted visitors.
b. is believed never to have existed.
c. was buried until a few decades ago.
d. has never been found.

Upon his return to Ithaca, Odysseus found that his 14
hoae
a. was entirely deserted.
b. had burned to the ground.
c. was used Dy nls wife and aged nurse.
d. was overrun witn his wife's suitors.
According to legend, Homer was
a. hunch -be c ke d
.
b. lame.
c. blind.
d. deaf and dumb.
15
The Odyssey gives a reader the conviction that 16.
people of the Homeric period were
a. absolutely crude and savage.
b. unable to express themselves In speech
c. fairly cultured and courteous.
d. more civilized than modern Americans.
The tournament in Ivanhoe assembled all classes of 17.
spectators because
a. it was a patriotic duty to be there.
b. Prince John's popularity was unbounded.
c. tne jousting was dangerous and exciting.
d. there were many prizes offered for athletic games.
The ground enclosed for the tournament, if laid out in 18.
football playing fields, would be ample to contain
a . two
.
b. four.
c. six.
d. trelve.
The five knights who offered to fight all comers 19.
were termed
a. armorers.
b. challengers,
o. champions.
1* defenders.
The seats of the Prince and of the Q,ueen of Love and 20.
Eeauty were placed
a. near the soutnern entrance.
b. beside each other.
c. on opposite sides of the field.
d. at opposite ends of the field.

Prince John was 21
a. frank.
b. crafty.
c. self-sacrificing.
d . breve
.
The coming of the Disinherited Knight was 22
especially dramatic because
a. the crowd was euzer for the first co.fflb&ti oo 3tart
b. he met the group of Normans in mid-field.
c. he saluted the prince so elaborately.
d. there had been a long lull in the fighting.
Aside from the honor or choosing the queen, the 23
victor of the tournament was to receive from the
Prince
a. a beautifully -carved sword.
b. a matchless war horse.
c. a purse of gold pieces.
d. the highest rank of knighthood.
The spectators cneered the entrance of the unknown 24
newcomer because they admired his
a. huge figure.
b. well-trained trumpeters.
c. skilful horsemanship.
d. sportsmanlike courtesy.
The device on the shield of the Disinherited Knight 25.
was
a. a raven in full flight.
b. an uprooted oak tree.
c . a bulj. ' s head.
d. a lock and bolt.
The Knight's second encounter with the 'iemplar 26
resulted in
a. a decisive victory for the Knight.
b. the Templar's being unhorsed.
c. the Templar's being injured.
d. the breaking of both lances.
The Knight showed greatest courtesy when he 27
a. raised his lance without striking ue Orantmeanil.
b. drank "to all true English hearts."
c. sprang to the ground to meet Bo is -^uilbert
.
d. acknowledged the prince's compliment.

At the suggestion that the Disinherited Knight 28
might be King Richard, Prince John
a. lpughed in disbelief.
b. turned pale with fear.
c. said Klchard would never appear m disguise.
d. commanded the knight to remove nis helmet.
The story of the tournsraent and the entertainment 29
of Odysseus both illustrate people's
a. willingness to pay well for amusement.
b. pleasure in the display of physical courage.
c. delight at the shedding of blood.
d. preference for simple forms of competition.
Prince John held the tournament In order to 30
a. win support in an evil scheme.
b. show nis love of tne common people.
c. reward nis favorite knights for their services.
d. raise money to pay his debts.
Scott's "Border Baliad" is fundamentally 31
a. a waE cry.
b. a song of mourning.
c. a story of heroism.
d. a hunting song.
The Blue Bonnets were 32
a. haze -crowned hilis.
b. Bngllsh soiaiers.
c. tne solulex-s' sweethearts.
d. Scotcn clansmen.
"The crag where the beacon is blazing" refers to 33
a. a dangerous headland on the coast.
b. a signal for the assembly of fighting men.
c. a burning castle.
d. s. warning that the enemy was approaching.
The figure of speech illustrated by "bound for the 34
border is called
a. personification.
b. metaphor.
c. alliteration.
d. slmlie.
«
"The Revenge " was written by
a. Lord Tennyson.
b. Lord Thomas Howard.
c. Sir Walter Scott.
d. Lord Macaulay.
Sir Richard G-renviile waited near tne coast
a. to attack the Spanish rleet.
b. to hide from tne San Philip .
c. to save the sick men ashore.
d. to lay mines m tne way of the Spanisn.
The approach of the Revenge made tne Spaniards
a. laugh In scorn.
b. clear decks for action.
c. admire ner commander.
d. despair of escape.
Sir Richard's handling or the battle showed him
be
a. cowardly.
b. treacnerous.
c. careful.
d. dauntless.
ihe San Philip witndrew from the battle because
a. sne was too big to fignt tne Revenge
b. her sails were riddled by shots.
c. she carried a cargo of gold.
d. she was leaking badly.
Tne Spanish fleet in an numbered
a. sixteen.
b. twenty -one.
c. thirty -tnree
.
d. fifty-xhree.
The fight lasted until
a. "the stars came out."
b. "the sun smiled out."
c. "a great gale blew."*
d. "the little Revenge herself went down."

"Huge sea -castles" refers to
a. mountainous 'Taves.
b. island torts.
c. high-decked ships.
d. jLOtty ClOUQB.
Wh»n Sir Richard knew he was defeated, he
a. killed himself in despair.
j. gcve orders to sink the ship.
c. surrendered to satisfy the men.
d. prayed that help might come.
Sir Richard himself died
a. during the last hour of the fight.
b. just as he lowered tne colors.
c. while the Spaniards were coming aboard.
d. after being taken to their flagship.
The Spanish dealt with the wounded Sir Richard
8. courteously.
b. scornfully.
c. cruelly.
d. hastily.
The Revenge was finally
a. used by Spain.
b. bought back by England.
c. lost in a storm.
d. burned by the Spanish.
The year of this naval battle was
a. 10S9.
b. 1453-
c. 1591.
d. 1607.
Erowning's "Incident of the French Camp" concerns
the battle of
a. Austerlitz.
b. Orleans.
c. Katisbon.
d. Waterloo.

During the battle Napoleon gave orders from 49.....
a. a hill-top.
b. a farmhouse.
c. the market place.
d. his headquarters tent.
The boy was evidently 50
a. a color bearer.
b. a bugler.
c. an officer's orderly.
d. a cavalry sergeant.
He brought to the Emperor the news that 51
a. the enemy's communications had been cut.
b. reinforcements were needed.
c. the Marshal was wounded.
d. the French were victorious.
At sight of the boy's wound, the Emperor showed 52
signs of
a. astonishment.
b. rage.
c. pride.
d. tenderness.
Lee's biographer considers him to have shown his 53
utmost greatness in
a. planning a critical campaign.
b. developing an army.
c. winning the battle of Shiloh.
d. enduring a crushing defeat.
At all times Lee was thoughtful of his 54
a. family.
b . duty
.
c. dignity.
d. reputation.
His utmost trust was placed in 55
a. the Confederacy.
b. his array.
c. his strategy.
d. the will of God.

56
a. strode from t.T" 1 room in dejection.
b. rode quietly away from tne house.
c. stopped to address his officers.
d. sat staring over tne hills.
The remnant of Lee's army cheered lustily at the 57
a. announcement of the surrender.
b. generosity of General Grant.
c. appearance of General Lee.
d. occupation of Richmond.
Lee's first recorded words on his arrival in 58
Richmond were spoken
a. to rebuke' a bitter remerk about Grant.
b. to urge his countrymen to vote.
c. to justify his surrender.
d. to praise the bravery of his soldiers.
Then Edison first landed in New York City, he expected 59
a. to look for work at once.
b« to open a laboratory of his own.
c. to have a position waiting for him.
d. to take a month's vacation.
?Jdison's means of finding food and lodging proved 60
that
a. he was well-informed about New York.
b. he was very proud.
c. he would not. be refused.
d. he was highly resourceful.
Thile waiting for work, Zdi3on 61.
a. visited employment agencies daily.
b. studied machinery in the building where he stayed.
c. learned lo be a telegraph operator.
d. spent hours in the museum.
Edison* 8 first securing employment in New York 62
resulted from
a. his anility to fix an unexpected break.
b. hie recommendation from a previous employer.
c. his continual applications for the position.
d. his friendship with the c mpany ' s president.

Edison is quoted as saying that genius is mostly 63
a. intelligence.
b. inheritance
.
c. patience.
d. perspire Lion.
His own rise was principally due to 64
a. the kindness of others.
b. his college education.
c. genial personality.
d. industrious habits.
The elder Seeley had once been 65
a. a magazine editor.
b. a bank cashier.
c. a managing editor.
d. a newspaper publlsner.
His present position was that of 66
a. city editor.
b. night editor.
c. sports reporter.
d. copy reader.
The misfortune of Seeley was the direct result of 67
a. worry over his wife's illness.
b. ill health.
c. personal dishonesty.
d. a single careless error.
He decided not to attend the Yale game because 68
a. his son was unlikely to play.
b. his own memories of Yale were unpleasant.
c. he feared to meet more successful acquaintances.
d. he had no interest in football.
In tne last critical moment of the game, tne father 69
a. wrote furiously to conceal his nervousness.
b. covered his eyes from fear the boy would fail.
c. sat hunched in his overcoat, confident of failure,
d, was spellbound by the assured confidence of his son.

loung Seeley's success made it certain that 70.
.
a. he would be a regular the next year.
b. he would never age in be nervous.
c. he would be allowed to continue m college.
d. he would be a new inspiration to his father.
-i
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CHAPTER IV
A UNIT ON LIFE IN THE OPEN
The Unit
For us who dwell In cities there is a fascination about
stories of the open country. All too often, however, we know
very little about it. Though we may not be able to live close
to nature, we can read about what people really do in these
other parts of the world, such as the cattle regions of Mexico
and South America, the farm lands of our Middle TTest, the
islands and waters of the South Seas, old England's gardens
and greenwoods, ox- the nearer snow-covered hills of rural New
England. We can reconstruct pictures of landscape and action,
and compare life in various regions with our own. Such reading
helps us (a) to see how people adapt their ways of living to
the physical conditions in their environment, (b) to understand
j
(and appreciate) the varied aspects of nature, and (c) to
share the delight of the writers in the experiences of outdoor
activity and contact with the natural world. In reading about
other places, too, we may develop a healthy curiosity that
eventually will lead us to "go and look behind the Ranges" for
our own experience cf travel.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Stories of the open are written from the author's
-80-

experience and wealth of memory and are mede possible by keen
observation - the use of the senses to take in impressions of
things seen, heard, felt, and smelled, as well as things done.
2. The short story, the biographical essay, the letter,
and the lyric poem are among the types of literature well suit-
ed to telling about life in the out-of-doors.
3. People of the prairie, the Jungle, the tropical seas,
all have their special problems of existence different from our
own, but the qualities of human nature may be seen in people
all over the worlds
4. Burges Johnson revives for us his own boyhood experi-
ence with the vacqueros in the cattle lands Just across the
Mexican border. His essay is a series of word-pictures vividly
reconstructed from his pleasant memories.
5. One may find in nature study a life -long hobby. W. H.
Hudson, on the marshes or lagoons of the South American pampas,
early became fascinated by the wild bird life. His descriptions;
are vivid pictures because of their accurate detail.
6. Elephants, the work animals oi tne jungle, are said
oo be very wise ano to have an unfailing memory both for friend
and for foe. For the valuable white elephant, the Eurmese
natives have especial reverence. "The Elephant Remembers,"
by Edison Marshall, which tells the story of such a regal
elephant, helps us to know that animals have strong personali-
ties, and will respond best to the person who studies their
nature sympathetically. Many writers of animal stories, how-

ever, fall to recognize the limitations of animal intelligence,
and attribute to their animal characters an exaggerated
mentality.
7. Stevenson, who sougnt to find health among the islands
of the South Seas, keenly enjoyed the struggle with the forces
of nature. His letters not only awaken our love of sea adven-
ture and travel, but represent gems of literary style. They
may inspire us to find among our own experiences some that are
worthy subjects for good letters.
8. The joy of contact with nature frequently finds expres-
sion in poems called lyrics (or songs), which often contain
many ideas crowded into Just a few lines. Almost always one
needs to read a lyric aloud or hear it set to music, to realize
its full beauty.
9. Familiar aspects of natural beauty are fondly recalled
by persons away from home. To Browning in Sunny Italy, England
was "home." He remembered her beautiful springtime and wrote
in joyous poetry about the awakening of new life.
10. The little song of Shakespeare, "Under the Greenwood
Tree," captures the ease of carefree relaxation in the open
woods
.
11. Hamlin Garland writes from his boyhood experience of
Western prairies a story which tells about a rare treat - a
camping trip with a sail on the lake and a narrow escape. The
boys are like our own friends, and do much the same things as
a present-day group might do on a similar outing.
<*
•
12. Snowshoelng and riding, winter pleasures of New Eng-
land, have inspired poems by Arthur ^Veir and Amy Lovrell that
sing of deiignt in me brisn cold air. The rhythn of each poem
suits the motion of the sport.
13. No other way of travel is so intimate and leisurely as
a tramp 'cross country. The unlimited variety of choice is
indicated in the miscellaneous suggestions of Stephen Graham's
"Tfrilther Away?" Its brief sketchy paragraphs suggest possible
parts of the world for the explorer to visit.
14. Besides the places described in our reading, many
other regions may be visited through the pages of books. Travel
or exploration may become not only a pleasant hobby, but a
permanent interest through which one's understanding of strange
people and their conditions of life will be sympathetically
increased.
The Unit Assignment
(Planned time allotment, approximately four weeks)
1. introductory talk by teacher: brief explanation of
unit and preview of assignments on guide sheet.
2. (GS I) Read Burges Johnson's essay "In a Far -Off Land
of Memory" (Text: pp. 233-43). Then reread it, thinking out
the answers to the questions on pp. 242 -3
•
As "the boy" remembers the cattle lands and cowboys of
Mexico, near the Rio Grands, he pictures many changing scenes,
sounds, and smells of the camp and herd. In order to enjoy
this selection, make an effort to be "the boy" yourself, in
tI
I
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imagination; take plenty of time, for this essay is not meant
to be skimmed. If you do not understand some phrase, solve the
puzzle with the eid of your dictionary.
Ee prepared to talk about parte of this essay in class,
and to discuss the printed questions.
3. Discussion of G-S I, leading to GS II. (a) Emphasize
descriptive qualities in vocabulary used by the author.
(b) Visual aid: exhibit selected Western pictures such as
Frederic Remington's "The Emigrants" and "The Gathering of the
Trappers," to show desert landscape, steers, ponies, covered
wagon, and costumes,
4. (G-S II) Vocabulary work. (Do eitner this Item or op-
tional substitute: see Word study . ) Turn back to p. 233,
"In a Far-Off Land of Memory." List for your notebook the
words that seem to you especially descriptive.
You may start by copying from the blackboard the words
taken from the opening paragraphs. (See list below.) Then
add others from pp. 239-42. Classify your words as (1) Des-
criptive names, (2) Verbs and Verbals, and (3) Various modi-
fiers, unless you think of a better plan.
Descriptive words from Johnson's "in a Far-Off Land of Memory"
:Tames Verbs and Verbals Various Modifiers
boxwood
thump
incantation
dusk
carpet
billow crest
cactus finger
snort
billowing
penciling
accentuate
crackling
quavering
transport
trotting
whirl
elusive bony
touseled mottled
twilight uncertainly
verdury perplexedly
ragged purposeless
carefree heart -lifting
infinite half -frightened
limitless

5. (Done in the clrssroom upon directions from the
teacher. ) Today in class we shall each read silently the story
of a life -long hobby that was developed by '7iliiam Henry Hudson
as a boy in the cattle country of South America.
Turn to p. 711, and read "Birding in the Marshes." After
reading it, turn to p. 741 and do the reading problem, as a test
(immediate recall). Answer each question with a complete
statement,
6. (G-S III) The next selection should be read rapidly to
get the story. It is an animal story of the Jungles of Burma,
"The Elephant Remembers," pp. 590-620. The story is told in
seven /short parts; read it at one sitting if you can; otherwise,
perhaps the best place to break it is at page 607, before PartV.
Much of "life in the open" is animal life. Men who write
of animal life have to try to understand (and interpret for us
who read) the kind of "thinking" that animals do. Human think-
ing cannot interpret animal thinking perfectly. Sometimes a
i
story-teller Imagines that animals have intelligence they
really do not possess. As you read, ponder for yourself this
question: "How much of what the euthor says can I accept as
true to elephant nature?"
Discussion in class will center upon the following topics:
(a) Superstitions and beliefs concerning elephants: try to find
the three most interesting superstitions mentioned in the story.
(b) The intelligence of elephants and other animals: can they
really think, or do we just imagine it? (c) How could anyone

understand animal nature as Langur Dess? (d) T7ae he Justified
in his action? Tould you have done the same? Explain your
I answer, (e) Other stories of animal life suggested by this one:
be ready to recommend any that you have read. Ihere are many,
both fectual and fictitious.
7. In class, upon instructions from teacher, pupils turn
to p. 738 of text, to try the reading problems: (a) reading
first four paragraphs, time test to check rate; (b) comprehen-
sion questions over same paragraphs; {0) skimming exercises, to
find selected parts of story. (Average of five trials.)
8. Interpretation of results of 7. General comment by
teacher; conferences with selected pupils.
9. Discussion of CrS III. Compare the story with parts of
"Motl-C-uj, Mutineer," by Kipling.
10. (G-S IV) Although suffering from ill-health much of his
life, Robert Louis Stevenson possessed a robust spirit and had
a great love for life in the open. Kis "Letters from the
South Seas," of wnich we now read a few examples (Text: pp. 243-
53 )» show how delightfully a skilled writer can share with his
family and friends his experiences away from home. Notice how
personal these letters are, and how clearly Stevenson's own
love of adventure shows in his accounts of the Tahitian night,
the cruise near Hawaii, and the explorations In the Samoan
Jungle.
Do you like the letters the better because they recount
Stevenson's own experiences? Or do you prefer imaginative
I

tales, such as "The Elephant Remembers"?
11. Discussion of GS IV. (a) Point out on the map the
wide area spanned already in this literary tour. Special
noteL tor teaching these letters of Stevenson: (1) The name
of the author end critic, Symonds, is pronounced like the more
familiar name Simmons. Notice how highly Stevenson evidently
values Symonds' sensitive apprecirtlon of travel and his
ability to write of places. (2) This first letter was written
from Tahiti, the same island visited by Eligh's vessel, the
Bounty , on its famous trip, and revisited by the mutineers.
How does the brief description by Stevenson (p. 244) compare
with the opinions written by Nordhoff and Hall in their book
Mutiny on tne Bounty ? if you like stories of the sea and the
tropics, by all means put this on your "will read" list. The
Bounty Trilogy Includes also Men Aga inst the Sea and Pltcairn'
s
Island . The same authors have written another story of the
islands, The Hurricane . (3) Tropical storms and vegetation
alike fascinated Stevenson's agile mind. That an inspiring
example he is, when we realize how intensely interested he was
in the everyday happenings and surroundings despite his own lli-f
health. How surprisingly he shows his enthusiasm and conceals
his suffering! Do you know any invalids who have the same sort
-
of buoyant spirit? (c) Visual aids: exhibit newspaper pictures
of the Llutiny on the Bounty film and of Pitcairn Island.
12. Further discussion of G-S IV. Begin with tests of the
reading;, (pp. 735-6) and use the discussion questions on pp.
253-4
.
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1}. Cral reading of a chapter from Garland's "Boy Life on
the Prairie" ( Pros e and Poetry for Enjoyment, pp. 108-14),
which precedes and serves to introduce the chapter in the text
(see 14).
14. (GS V) Perhaps you have felt th8t the readings about
cattle lands, Pacific islands, and the jungles of Eurma carry
us too far from home; "but most of us have longei to go away
for a camping trip, and probably have had at least one such
opportunity
.
Read the chapter on "A Camping Trip," from Boy Life on tne
Prairie," p. 682. 7as your trip at all like the outing of the
boys about whom Hamlin Garland tells? Are these boys the kind
with whom you would enjoy camping? One of them is a thoughtful '
lad, another a bold doer - which would you prefer to be?
Trite not more than two pages in ansrer to any two of the
five questions, pp. 690-1.
15. Discussion of GS V, with two-fold emphasis on incident
and character.
16. (GS VI) Oral compositions: be prepared to tell, if you
can, some mishap or amusing occurrence of your own outing.
Perhaps you can truthfully claim to have been in worse trouble
than txhe boys on the lake. Tanted: a pupil chairman to arrange
I
and conduct the program.
17. (GS VII) Extensive reading: as your own personal read- i
ing, choose some approved book of adventure or travel dealing
with life under other physical conditions than our own. xhis

will count as one required book review. See Extensive Reading
Suggestions .
18. Oral reeding of poems, with introductory talk by
instructor and informal discussion. (a) Do you recall the
lovers in "The Bsrrets of Wlmpole Street"? After their mar-
riage, Elizabeth accompanied Robert Browning to Italy. Memories
of home in England inspired Irowning to write his "Home-Tnougnts.
from Abroad" (p. 257). (t) Another poem of the lovely English
countryside is "Devon," by Lizette "Toodworth Reese. The poet
feels the besuty so keenly thet it hurts, and she warns you not
to go to Devon until you are through with life and ready to
die. (c) Shakespeare was a country lad in England in Q,ueen
Elizabeth's reign. Many scenes in his plays take place out in
the open, and many of his songs show that he was both a lover
of nature and a keen observer of nature's ways. In his comedy
"As You Like It," there is a banished duke who dwells with his
faithful followers in the Forest of Arden. A member of the
party sings several songs, one of wnich is the delightful
"Under the Greenwood Tree" (p. 694). Have you ever heard a
more inviting call to complete relaxation?
19. (GS VIII) Life in the open is a year-round affair,
isn't it? A climate such as we have in New England offers its
own winter pleasures. Amy Lowell's little poem, "A Winter
Ride," and the "Snowshoeing Song" of Arthur Weir celebrate the
Joys of the winter world. The ride is almost a gallop, but the
snowshoers swing along in a slow, swaying glide. Which poem
89
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do you like the better?
20. Oral reading and discussion of GS VIII. (a) Compare
these poems with "Home -Thoughts from Abroad" and "Under the
Greenwood Tree" (Text: pp. 257, 694). (b) After reading all
four, choose one and write a paragraph to tell, as fully as
you can, Just why you like it best.
21. (GS IX) Theme writing. Thile enjoying the readings
and sharing experiences in our discussions, very likely you
have felt a wish that you too could express your own delight
in the world as you know it. Why not try? The rhythms of
poetry are waiting for you. Try something about your favorite
sport, or about a beautiful spot that you have visited or have
seen in a picture.
If you'd rather use prose, you may choose to write an
essay, a letter, a story about one of your own experiences.
22. (GS X) Have we missed your favorite spot in our tour?
Maybe you will find it mention" d by Stephen Graham in "Whither
Away," p. 260. The chances are that you will find him speaking
of parts of the world which you have not touched even in your
geography.
Do you want to try a "zigzag walk" or a "trespasser's
walk"? If you plan a walk in Boston, ask to borrow Boston:
a Guide Book
,
by adwxn m. Bacon. Many ports of the city and
its suburbs are easy to visit and are of great historical
interest
.
23. Discussion of GS X, leading to further discussion of

GS VII, extensive reeding.
24. (GS XI) Exhibits of optional vcrk. You are urged to
do at least one, preferably more, of the optional related
activities that are suggested. Consult, the card file at your
leisure, early in the study of the unit. Choose the kind of
extra task that interests you most; then do your beat to
achieve a worth-while product.
As we approach the completion of the unit, optional work
will be called in for exhibition. Pupils who prepare oral or
written reports and special readings will also have opportunity
to share their work with the class as a whole.
25. (GS XII) Objective test on readings.
26. (GS XIII) Letter-writing: write a letter to a friend
I
or relative about (a) or (b): (a) what you have learned of
foreign countries in this unit of reading; (b) plans for a
trip that you hope to take, as a result of inter fast, awakened
by your readings.
This is to be an actual letter on your own stationery,
which you will mail after it has been credited and approved by
the teacher. Be sure that it meets all requirements of neat-
ness, arrangement, and punctuation, and shows sincerely that
you have profited by your study.
27. (GS XIV) Summarizing discussion.
Optional Related Activities
1. Art work: poste rs and sketches .-- May be submitted as
separate items for credit or used to illustrate oral or written

work, (a) Essentials for poster work: (1) simplicity; (2) bold
lettering; (3) strong design; (4) "white space"; (5) neatness;
(6) balance (good proportion). Consult your art teecher for
ideas, criticism, and suggestions. Good color work is espe-
cially attractive. (b) Suggested subjects; (1) landscapes of
cattle country, Jungle, English country scene, New England
winter; (2) foreign places such as named in "Thither Away?" or
in other stories we haven't read in class; (3) seascapes,
island scenes, South Seas; (4-) illustrations for our readings:
people, animals, birds, plants; (5) stage scenery: t drawing
for an open-councry setting.
2. Art work: reports.-- Look up such artists as Frederic
Remington, to learn about their career as illustrators, the
types of work they dc, etc. Make a special report written or
oral, snowing illustrations by the artist you are reporting.
If you can, make a sketch appropriate to illustrate one of our
stories.
"5. Elephants: written report .-- Reread (from Ross 1
Adventures In Literature, Eook 8
, pp. 81-9) Kipling's story,
"Motl-GuJ, Mutineer," This may have suggested to Edison
Marshall the writing of "The Elephant Remembers." Do the two
stories seem to differ at all in estimating the inttj-ligence
of elephants? of men who work with elephants? Write up your
opinions as entertainingly as you can. Perhaps it will help
you to do well if you (1) look up what en encyclopedia tells
about elephants (e.g., "Teedon, Vol.3, PP« 1117-9) and (2) find

out what you can about the experience and work of the two
story writers.
4. Handicraft: carvings.-- Figures of people or articles
of equipment, veapons, and other carvings may be made from
soap or wood. Similar figures may be modelled from clay.
5 t Handic raft: marionettes .-- You have perhaps seen the
clever one-man marionette shows given by Paul Clemens. In the
library you will find books telling how to make and manipulate
these doll-actors. Try making some like these to illustrate
the reading. 'Trite a script for the story in scenario form.
You can construct a fine bit of entertainment. Suggestions:
"The boy/ vaquero, Jim the cook, cowpony, steer; !.Iuztagh the
elephant and Langur Dass, Dugan Sahib; snowshcers, a whole
family, perhaps; the prairie boys on the camping trip. Search
the stories and reliable references for ideas. Be accurate 1
6. handcra ft: we aving.-- Among the loveliest relics of
Medieval Europe are her tapestries. (Have you seen those in
the Museum of Fine Arts, Eoston? ) In a modest way, you can
make a picture in fabric, weaving it, maybe, or cutting out
colored materials for an applique design. Consult the sewing
teacher for help in planning your work.
7. Letter -rritlng . (a) Imagine you are "the boy" among
the vaqueros» T7rite a letter home telling in some detail
about your experiences on a particular day. Use your own words
(remembering that Johnson writes with the vocabulary and memory
of an adult ). (b) Take some actual experience of your own life

(at camp, perhaps) as a basis for a letter home or a letter to
some friend or relative. Try to be keenly accurate in sketch-
ing details.
8. Nature study: notebooks .-- If your hobby is the study
or collecting of interesting facts and specimens of nature -
animal, plant, mineral, you may like to prepare a notebook on
the subject. There are two ways: (a) Make a miscellaneous
collection (good as a beginning), (b) Specialize in one sort
of phenomena, "grasses," for example. See general instructions
for preparing notebooks. Suggested subjects: the Story of
Volcanoes; the Story of Forests; Members of the Cat Family;
Seashore Life; Deep-sea Creatures (or Plants); Trees, of New
England; Hills and High Hilis; Scouting Scrapbook; 77ild Life
of Massachusetts.
9 • Notebooks (on travel, sports, or nature study) . -
-
Choose your own title. (See also previous itemO Use any appro-
priate clipping, picture, or original work (sketch or composi-
tion). 171th every item enter your own personal comment.
Important: Emphasize the connections that you see between these
items and the selections read in our unit of study. Make
everything neat and legible . Prepare a special cover design
for your book.
Kinds of material: pictures, poems, news items, anecdotes,
facts of unusual nature. Sources of information: encyclopedias;
books, especially non-fiction; scientific and general magazines,
especially the National G-eographic Ilagazine ; Sunday newspapers,
1•
•
—
•
1
feature articles.
10 » Oral read ings .-- Choose an appropriate short selection
from the extensive reading list and prepare to read it aloud
to the class.
li. Ora l re ports. -r You may choose any topic from the
following list for a five -minute oral report to the class. (If
ypu find a suitable topic, not listed, that you wish to use for
a report, ask the teacher for approval.) Page references below
are to Teedon's Encyclopedia unless otherwise marked.
(a) Artists : (see under "Art work: reports").
(b) Eirds and animals : birds of New England marsh and
woodland; nests built by New England birds (illustrated by
chalk or poster drawings); elephants (in jungle, at work, in
circus, ?: 1117-9); how a keddah is constructed (study picture,!
3: 1118); "How Elephants Face the Camera" (Martin Johnson,
Camera Trails in Africa , in Interest Trails , 2: 275); Jumbo,
Earnura, and Tufts College; other animals in the Jungles of
Burma.
(c) Cattle lands : cattle raising on the plains (2: 694-6);
cowboy life in the old Test (2: 896-8); the practical costume
of the cowboy (2: 897); rodeo and dude ranches (2: 898);
bison, the vanished American (2: 565); Buffalo Bill (2: 5567);
pampas of the Argentine.
(d) Plant life: signs of spring in New England (or some
other section); gardening for fun; jungle vegetation; seacoast
plant life; other topics under nature study .

(e) Sports and camping: bullfighting, in Spain and in
Mexico (2: 569); camping in National Park; camp
cookery; managing a sailboat; my favorite winter (or summer)
sport; fishing in lake or stream.
(f) Miscellaneous topics: a country superstition or
legend; a strange region I want to visit.
12. Verse
-
writing . Do you feel like writing about some-
thing in nsture or in human life? Let your fancy play with
comparisons, and memories, and rhymes. Poetry is intimate -
Just hand it In without talking it over if you wish; or come
in to see the teacher about it. Ask to see a very helpful
book, easy to read: The Poet's Craft
,
by Darlnger and Eaton.
13. ^ord study .-This may be done as an option in addition
to G-S II, or as a substitute item for the required credit.
(a) Irom "Birding in the Marshes" make a. list of the words
used by Hudson which are especially appropriate because they
are spec ific and accurate . (b) As a particularly fine job,
make a "Lexicon" for this selection: that is, a list of these
special vords with their definitions included. Such a list
may be arranged as a dictionary, alphabetically, or in some
other classification that you find of value, (c) Do an alterna-
tive Job with "A Camping Trip." On paper, make two columns
headed "Country" - "City" In the "Country" column list at least
20 words that are used in describing the life or environment
depicted in the story. In the "City" column, opposite each
item write a. contrasting term which could be used (or has been

used) In a story about life in a city.
14. Original ideas .-- Ho list is certain to include all
the ideas best for everybody to v;ork out. Iherefore you have
this privilege: if you think of something that seems to you
especially worth rhile, or especially interesting to do, ask
the teacher for approval. (To be sure of getting most favor-
able consideration, first have clearly in mind what you want
to do. If possible, write out in a few lines a description
of what you have in view.,)
Extensive Reading Suggestions
Our Great West
Pook of Indian Crafts and Lore Julian H. Salomon
Book of the American Indian Kami in Garland
(illus. F. Remington)
Cheyenne Indians George E. Grinnell
Men of the Last Frontier Grey Owl
Stories of the Far Wes t Joseph G. Masters
Stories of the Great Test Theodore Roosevelt
Also : Hunting Trips of a Ranc hman
St cry of the Cowboy Emerson Hougn
With the Indians in the Rockies James Willard Schultz
Fiction
Blazed Trail
Also: Magic Fo rest; "Riverman"
Stewart Edward White

Bo./ Life on the Prairi e Hamlin G-arland
Also: Son of the Middle Border ; Main Traveled
Roads ; Prairie Song and Western Story
Caravans to Santa Fe
Cattle Ranch to College
Covered Wagon
Crossing
Hoosler Schoolmaste r
Letters of a Women Homesteader
All da Sims Halkui
Russell Doubleday
Emerson Hough
Winston Churchill
Edward Eggleston
Elinore P. Stewart
Andy AdamsLog of a Cowboy
Also: Sun Up; Tales of the Cow Camps
Luc\ of Roaring Camp and Other Stories Bret Harte
Lumberjack Stephen W. Meader
On to Oregon*. Honor! W. Tlorrow
Ramona Helen Hunt Jackson
Zane Grey
77111 James
Owen Wister
Riders of the Purple Sage
Sand
Virginian
Biography
Autobiography of Buffalo Bill
Boots and Saddles
Indlsn Boyhood
Lone Cowboy
Story of My Boyhood and Youth
World That Was
William F. Cody
Elizabeth B. Custer
Charles A. Eastman
Will Jame3
John Muir
John Gr« Bowman
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Cowboy Ballads and Poems of the West
"Chiquita" Bret Harte
"Code of the Cow Country"
Also: "White Mustang"
"Indian Summer Day on the Prairie"
3. Omar Barker
"Texas"
Vachel Lindsay
Amy Lowell
Mary Austin"Texas Trains and Trails"
Other ballads in The American Song Ba& Carl Sandburg
Also: In Cowboy Songs and Other
Frontier Eaij.ada John Avery Lomax
Polar Regions and Alaska
Adrift on an Ice-Fen
Also: Tales of the Labrador
Wilfred T. Grenfell
Jack C'Erien
Alfred Judd
Vilhjalmur Stefansson
By Dog Sled for Byrd
Conquest o f the Poles
Friendly Arcti c
Also: Hunters of the Great North ; My Life with
the Eskimo ; Northward Ho i
Gentlemen Unafraid
Littl e America
Tenderfoot with Peary
Voyages of Captain Scott
Barrett Willoughby
Richard E« Eyrd
George Borup
Charles Turley
Some Record -taking Journeys
klone in the Caribbe an Frederick F. Fenger
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Ascent of Denall Hudson 3tuck
Cruise of the "Hippocampus" Alfred Fullerton Loomis
First through the Grand Canyon John Wesley Powell
North Pole Robert E. Peary
uai Lxllt-- i-i.JL.UXlt O UI1CL Uilfci OriQ josniio o locum
Track of the Typhoon William if. Nutting
Adventures Around the 'Vorld
Pioneers Alii (ed.) Joseph L. French
Royal Road to Romance Richard Halliburton
Also: New Worlds to Conquer; Glorious Adventure;
i'i. o. J- X w W CI X w
Travels and Adventures of Raphael
Puinpelly Raphael Puinpelly
Vagabond Journey Around the World Harry A. Franc
k
Seeing Europe
Four Months Afoot in Spain Harry A. Franc
Hobnails and Heather- Clifton Lisle
Innocents Abroad Samuel L. Clemens
(Mark Twain)
My Irish Year Padraic Colum
Storybook Europe Anne IJ. Peck
Views A-foot Bayard Taylor
Adventures in Africa
Garram the Hunter Herbert Best
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Joc k of the Bushveld Percy Fltzpatrlck
Prester John John Euchan
Siinba 3te<"ert Edward TThite
Persons and Places of the Orient
Daughte r of the Samura i Etsu fa Sugimoto
Ho-Hing, a Girl of New China Elizabeth Foreman Lewie
Also: Young Fu of the Upper Yangtze
Indian T ales Rudyard Kipling
Also: Kim; Plain Tales from the Kills
Marco Polo, Junior Harry A. Franc
k
L'esser Marco Polo Donn Eyrne
Myself Then Young Ycel E. Mirza
North to the Orient Anne Morrow Lindbergh
Tales of the South Seas
Derelict Charles Nordhoff
Hurricane Chsrles Nordhoff and
Also: Mutiny on the Bounty ; James Norman Hall
i-Ien Against the Sea ; Pitcairn's Island
In the South Seas Robert Louie Stevenson
Java Ko
1
J. 7. Fabric ius
Pearl Diver Victor Berg and
Henry 7. Lanier
Stars to Steer By Helen Follett
r
Voyage 3 in the 77est Indies
Cradle of the Deep
Magic Portholes
Chief of the Herd
Sir Frederick Treves
Helen Follett
Stories of Elephants
Also: Karl, the "le pharit
Elephant
Hahtlbee the Elephant
"Moti-G-uj, Mutineer"
Also: "Tooinai of the Elephants"
"Zenobia's Infidelity"
Dhan G. Mukerji
0 arl Akeley
Charles E. Slaughter
Rudyard Kipling
Henry C. Eunner
Other Stories of Jungle Regions
Africa: African Game Trails Theodore Roosevelt
Paul B. du Challlu
Carl Akeley
Delis J. Akeley
In African Forest and Jungle
In Brighte st Africa
Jungle Portraits : with Original
Photographs
Also: "J.T.Jr ": Biography of an African Monkej
Camera Trails in Africa Martin Johnson
Also: Lion ; Safari, a Saga of the African Blue ;
Congorllla
Martin Johnson, Lion Hunter Fit zhugh Green
Asia: Jungle Book s Rudyard Kipling
Jungle Beasts I Have Captured Charles Mayer
Ii
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Life of a tiger Sainthill Eardley-Wilmot
South America: Jungle Days
m
Willicm Eeebe
Also: Jungle Peace
Other Bocks about Animals
Animal Heroes of the Great War- Ernest Harold Baynee
Also: Sprite, the Story of a Red Fox
Ealdy of Nome Esther E. Darling
Bob, Son of Battle Alfred Clllvant
Call of the Wild Jack London
Also: White Fang ; Michael, Brother of Jerry
Dawgs 1 Charles Wright Gray
Gay -Keck: the Story of a Pigeon Dhan C-. Mukerii
Also: Ghond the Hunter
Grey friars Pobby Eleanor Atkinson
Gulliver the Great and Other-
Dog Stories Walter A. Dyer
Hoof and Claw Charles D.G. Roberts
Igloo Jane Erevoort Walden
Kazan James Oliver Currood
Krag, the Kootenay Ram Ernest Thompson Seton
Also: Wild Ani.nals I Have Knorn
Lad, a Dog (many others) Albert Pay son Terhune
Minds and Manners of Wild Animals William T« Hornaday
l£j Dcgs in the Northland Edgerton R. Young
Rab and His Friends John Brown, K . D
•
(This and others collected in the Good Dog Eook)
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Silver Chief Jack O'Brien
Smoky, the Cowhorse "7111 James
Star; the Story of an Indian Pony Forrest ine C. Hooker
Stic keen John Muir
Story of Scotch Enos A. Mills
Training- of Tild Animals Frank Charles Eostock
Essays and Stories of Nature Lovers
Arcturus Adventure William Beebe
Also: Galapagos
Far Away and Long Ago *7illiam H. Hudson
Forest Stewart Edward 'Thite
Also: Mountains
Hunting "Yasps Jean Henri Fabre
Also: Insect Adventures; Mason Bees; Social Life in
the Insect 7orld; Story -Book of Science
Ocean and Its Mysteries A. Hyatt Verrill
Roy Chapman Andrews, Dragon Hunter Fitzhugh Green
Sea -Lore Stanley Rogers
Story of a Thousand-Year Pine Enos A. Mills
Test A - "Life in the Open"
Instructions: Choose the one of the suggested answers
which best completes the statement. 'Trite its letter
on the blank opposite the question.
"In a Far-off Land of Memory" the boy is first 1
pictured as
a. riding with the cook,
fe. perplexed and alone.
c. lying awake to hear the singing.
d. trailing some wayward steers.
11
1
•
•
t
•
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A common name for vaquero is
a. pioneer.
b. cowboy.
c. gringo.
d. Mexican.
The vacueros were accustomed to speak
a. Spanish.
b. Latin.
c. Portugese.
d. English.
The most prominent sound at night was
a* the restless moving of the herd.
b. the plaintive songs of the sentries.
c. the bark of a coyote.
d. the lowing of cattle.
The boy was amazed when his little horse
a. refused to drink at a water hole.
b. suddenly started bucking.
c. turned back several wandering cattle.
d. trampled a rattlesnake.
The most vivid morning memory concerned
a. the stampede.
b. the crossing of the border.
c. the roping of a bucking bronco.
d. the fight between steers.
The author thought that the vacueros might lat
have become
a. bullfighters.
b. bandits.
c. owners of cattle.
d. enemies in the revolution.
MEirdlng in me Marshes" was written by
a. 'Vilxiam H. Hudson.
b. John James Audobon.
c. William K. Meadowcroft.
d. John Eurroughs.
c(
The birdlovers usually explored the marshes 9 • • • .
a. in flat -"bottomed "boats.
b. in canoes.
c . on horseback.
d. on foot
.
Shallow lekelets of the Argentine are called 10
a* pampas.
b. lagoons.
c. bayheads.
d. bulrushes.
As compared with others the author describes, the 11
most attractive lakelet of ell wgs
a. nearer.
b. farther away.
c. deeper.
d. larger.
On the pampas the larger birds like the night heron 12
and cormorant built nests
a. on trees.
b. on cactus plants.
c. on the ground under the grass.
d. among the rushes.
The commonest bird of the marshes was the 13
a. painted snipe.
b. jacana.
c. coot.
d. grebe.
The trupial was most admired for its 14
a. delicate song.
b. tame nature.
c. brilliant plumage.
d. hanging nest.
Stevenson's letter to Symonds was intended as 15
a. an apology.
b. a dedication.
c# a note of thanks,
d. an invitation.

Stevenson tells particularly about the Tahitian
natives 1
16
a. singing,
b. boasting.
c. swimming.
d. dancing.
The street of Tautira village was simply 17
a. a sandy beach.
b. a cowpath.
c. a ledge of rock.
d. a grassy stretch in the wood.
Stevenson cruised in the South Seas with 18
a. the British fleet.
b. two literary friends.
c. a scientific expedition.
d. members of hie own family.
The cruise was delayed by 19
a. a stop to secure food.
b. a long stretch of calm weather.
c. serious storms.
d. the author's work.
The vessel sighted Hawaii after being followed by 20
a. a whale.
b. an ocean swell.
c. a waterspout.
d« a pirate ship.
The letter from Samoa telis of Stevenson's adventure 21
a. in the jungle.
b. along the seacoast.
c. on the mountain peak.
d. in the chief's hut.
The natives of Burma assert that on the day of an 22
elephant's birth he is.
a. wise.
b. ugly.
c. sad.
d. old.

The finest grade of elephant is the 2$
a. Dv/asala.
b. Hierga.
c. Khusru.
d. Kumlria.
Maztagh's mother was owned by a 24-
a. mahout.
b. maharajah.
c. prince.
d. lama.
Muztagh was especially valuable because of hie 25
a. great strength.
b. pale color.
c. good disposition.
d. unusual size.
Langur Dass got his nickname from a kind of 26
a. Jungle moss.
b . monkey
.
c. native dance.
d. elephant.
Langur Dass had the habit of talking to 27
a. the children.
b. himself.
c. hie wife.
d. Muztagh.
Langur Dass went with the hunters 28
a. to cook for the beaters.
b. to prevent Muztagh 1 s capture.
c. to ride the captured Muztagh.
d. Just to watch' the hunt.
The hunters planned to caLcn iduztagh in a 29
a. strong net of ropes.
b. great pit.
c. keddah.
d. quicksand.
••
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While on a "Camping Trip" the boys went
a. Great Salt Lake.
d. a i rean-^f ter laite.
c
. the bay
.
cu Lne -Mississippi.
The sail nearly ended in dis?ster when 31
a. the rudder cracked.
b. the mast broke.
c. Ranee lost his head.
d. a hard storm came up.
According to Stephen Grahaia, people wander mainly 32
because of
a. laziness
.
b. curiosity.
c
. nervousness
.
d. need of food.
"A Winter Ride" was written by 33
a. Shakespeare.
b. Garland.
c. Amy Lowell.
d. Arthur Weir.
Which selection of the following list is
each quotation? (Kos.
the source of
a. "The Elephant Remembers" e.
b. "Whither Away?" f,
c. "Home -Thought s , from Abroad!,' g.
d» "A Camping Trip"
A "inter Ride
"Snowshoeing Song"
"Under the
Greenwood Tree"
"They all slept like bear cubs and woke
as larks."
fresh 3^
"Now tell the tale, the chorus sing;
"And let the laughter loudly ring.*
35
"Life teaches the wanderer that peoples
are extra pages to geography."
36 .....
"Here shall he see
"No enemy
"But winter and rough weather."
37
>
••
• •
c
"Nowhere but in India ...could it have
taken place at all.' 1
"Everything mortal has moments immortal,
"3wift and God-gifted, immeasurably bright."
M,Vho doth ambition shun
"And loves to lie i'the sun...."
Test E - "Life in the Open"
"in a Far-off Land of Memory" is an example of
a. short story.
b. letter.
c. essay.
d. narrative poem.
To avoid frightening restless cattle, a night -watcher
is accustomed to
a. carry a lantern with him.
b. ride noiselessly as possible.
c. stay quietly beside the campfire.
d. sin^r with a ce.lia voice.
The little nocturnal noises on the plains emphasize
the
a. terror.
b. mystery.
c. silence.
d. confusion.
One might call the vacqueros "childlike" because they
are
a. gay and carefree.
b. slow to begin work.
c. timid in the dark.
d. frail and undersized.
Horses used by the vacqueros are generally
a. gentle.
b. alert.
c . untamed.
d. ill-tempered.

Reading literature about life In the open is most 6
valuable as
a. a substitute for exercise.
b. a supplement to one's outdoor experiences.
c. a training in reasoning.
d. a means of understanding animal n-ture.
Hudson's interest in bird study developed in 7
a. the Argentine.
b. Florida.
c. Tahiti.
d. Louisiana.
In "The "Elephant Remembers" the sounds and smells of 8
the jungle are described as they would seem to the
a. tourist.
b. hunter.
c. elephant.
d. author.
Of all the animals now existing, the elephants are 9
most
a. immense.
b. ancient.
c. clever.
d. ferocious.
To terrify the herd, elephant hunters would use 10
a. trained elephants.
b. native drums.
c. fierce hounds.
d. guns and torches.
Most of the men regarded Langur Dass with 11
a. respect.
b. pity.
c. scorn.
d. admiration.
Native beliefs about elephants and other creatures of 12
i the jungle are
a. somewhat Influenced by ignorant superstition.
b. known to be scientifically correct.
c. undoubtedly based on scientific observation.
d. rarely based on actual observation.
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In "Letters from the South Seas" a reader learns
most about
13
a. the singing of the islanders.
d. tne dangers 01 sr. iimg mere.
c . tht Lioplcal vegetation.
u« unfc aciverio urous eagsiness oi oLevtnson
•
The Stevenson letters are most similar to 14
a, a newspaper.
- • a guiae DOOK.
c. a friendly chat,
o . a sermon
.
Stevenson looked upon his being in Tahiti as .....
a. simply a dream,
bo a just punishment
o
c. an undeserved happiness.
d. a physical hardship.
The beauty of the moonlight and surroundings made
Stevenson think of
lo .....
a. a favorite painting.
Do aosent irienas.
c. heaven,
a • nome
.
Symonds w?s especially admired by Stevenson for his 17
a. wit.
u • DUEiness acuity,
c. literary art.
do physique.
TChen Stevenson called some of his own work a "good
piece of writing," he was simply
18
a. using good Judgment.
q. deceiving nimsen .
c. Joking.
d. boasting.
Stevenson considered the South Sea cruise a success
because
19
a. he had visited many ports.
b» he had improved in health.
c. he had learned navigation.
d. he had found much excitement.

A traveler wno modeled nis setters upon Stevenson's 20.,...
would try to make each one
§j a record of everything done day by day.
b. s full report as to the health of the party.
c. c personal essc-y about some one kind of experiences,
i. a description of public places.
In the list below, which reading best reveals the 21
author's interest in other people?
a. "Home -Thoughts , from Abroad"
b. "A Winter Ride"
c. "Birding in the Usrshes"
d. "Tnither Away?"
In the above list, which best describes an English 22
countryside?
In the same list, which selection mentions the most 23
countries?
The camping trip of Lincoln and his friends is a 2k
part of
a • Far Away and Long Ago .
Eoy Life on the Prairie,
c
. The lentle Art of 1 ramping .
$ • As I J[* 1 _
S
aying
.
Lincoln's remaining on the lake shore showed him to 25
be
a. afraid to go fishing.
b. not a "good mixer."
c. unusually intelligent or thoughtful.
d. already homesick.
The boys' sailing trip on the lake is best described 26.....
as
a. careful seamsnship.
b. lucky escape.
c. too mild to be exciting.
d. very improbable.
The best idea for a successful camping trip is to 27
a. "let George do'' the work.
b. take an elaborate outfit.
c. go by oneself.
d. lay careful plans in advance.

In "Snoweboeing Song" the "hllloo" refrain seems to 28
suggest
a. the motion of the trampers.
b. the echo of voices.
c. the steady fall of snow.
d. the melody of a yodel.
"Home -Thoughts , from Abroad" was written by the poet 29
in
a. Germany.
b. France.
c. Italy.
d. Spain.
Browning was tninking of the beauty of England in the 30
a. spring.
b. summer.
c. autumn.
d. winter.
In the readings included in this unit, the authors 31
appear to have made little use of
a. personal experiences.
b. keen observation.
c. lasting memories.
d. fantastic imagination.
For learning about the customs of a strange country, 32
Stephen Graham recommends
a. a reading of geography.
b. a canoeing trip.
c. en automobile trip.
d. a tramping tour.
For exploring a city Graham recommends 33
a. a sightseeing bus.
b. a zigzag walk.
c. a trespasser's tour.
d. a street-car ride.
To write entertainingly about the out-of-doors, an 34-
anthor needs to start with
a. an observant mind.
b. a foreign scene.
c. an unusual group of characters.
d. a knowledge of insect life.

In both selections, "Eirding in the "arehes" and
"in s Far-off Land of Memory ,
"
35
a. the same kind of vegetation is described.
b. the authors relate experiences of their boyhood.
c. the same kinds of animal life are discussed.
d. the authors reveal the same lasting hobbies.
•-
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CHAPTER V
A UNIT ON PERSONAL QUALITIES
The Unit
One may learn through literature how various personal
qualities have contributed to the success or the failure of
their possessors. Reading may thus he usee, to supplement one's
actual experience in the selection of such qualities as are
desirable for development in one's own personality. The habits
formed in Judging the characters in literature may be applied
to judging one's acquaintances and oneself.
Delimitation of the Unit
1. Knowledge of one's own ability and that of others,
physical fitness, the attitude of self-confidence, habits of
alertness and prompt decision, and similar practical virtues,
which are of importance in competitive sports, are likewise
valuable to one facing the realities of life. "Don't Die on
Third" illustrates through the medium of baseball the truth
that not even the assistance of one's fellows can assure per-
sonal success. It depends on one's own acts - hence the value
of a clean life and a clear head, which enable a person to rely
on his known strength instead of trusting his luck.
2. In "Eoy 7/anted" one Journalist has stated the specifi-
cations for his ideal boy, who would need to be (at least):
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sturdy, neat and clean, thoughtful end studious, quiet, cheer-
ful, courteous and respectful, courageous, earnest, truthful,
modest, alert, vigorous, considerate, grateful, and friendly.
3« 'Whatever may be one's handicaps, personal courage will
help him conquer circumstances: a man is never defeated if his
spirit remains unbroken. Henley's poem "invictus" carries this
assurance from his orrn experience of life.
4. Imagination, too, is of vast importance in enabling one 1
to set goals beyond present experience, toward which to strive
V'ith enthusiasm. The value of imagination as compared with
material possessions is suggested in "Aladdin," by James
Russell Lowell.
5. Through being friendly we share in the lives of others
and learn to 'understand their particular qualities. Sam Talter
Foss has emphasized the value of friendliness in "The House by
the Side of the Road."
6. Rarely can a father express his pride in a child as
beautifully as did the noted editor, William Allen Thite, In
the biographical sketch written after the death of his daughter.
The intelligent eagerness of spirit that marked her personality
,
the frank and active Interest in living, in people, in books
and music, are desirable traits of genuine young Americans.
7. Desirable qualities are pointed out not only through
i
direct counsel and lyric poetry, but incidental!,, in the
stories by great writers. In Les I!lserables , for instance,
j-
*
-
•
<
•
<
•
Victor Hugo tells of the regeneration begun In Jean Veljean,
the escaped convict, when the Eishop welcomes him, entertains
him, and exhibits faith in him even when he is caught in theft.
The lovable old man personifies kindness and sympathy as devel-
oped through lifelong practice of the G-olden Rule,
8. 'Then Kipling telle a story in poetry, he writee as a
man for men to reed. "The Eallad of East and West? is a story
poem of the strong manly courage that commands tne admiration
of an adversary and turns enemies into friends.
The Unit Assignment
(Flanned time allotment, two or two and one-half weeks)
1. Introductory talk by teacher: the Importance of having
ideals and developing one's personality.
2. (G-3 I) "Don't Die on Third 1" Tnether you are a baseball
"fan" or not, the editorial about Moriarty will be an inspira-
tion to you. Read it once (Text: pp. 276-30); then read it
again, studying one by one all the discussion questions on
pp. 280-2. "?rite sentence answers to questions 3»6,11,12.
3» Discussion of G3 I. (a) As visual aid, use simple
blackboard diagram of baseball field. Have pupils suggest
successive stages in life which are represented by the bases
in Moriarty 's progress around the diamond. Make each compari-
son evident. (b) Also emphasize the writer's skill in handling
short sentences to drive home his point, and his use of re-
frains to concentrate the reader's attention.
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4. (G3 II) Clip end bring to class at least one current
editorial, preferably one that gives recognition to the quali-
ties or achievements of some particular person. Be prepared to
explain briefly (a) what paper printed it, (b) upon whet facts
it is besed, and (c) whet opinion the writ*? has expressed.
5. Sharing editorials. Pupils in groups of five or six
exchange and read their several clippings and cheese the best
one eraong them. Each group's chosen editorial is read to the
class end its features discussed.
6. (C2 III) Cptionel for C pupils; required of all pupils
who ere working for A or B marks. Trite either (e) or (b):
(a) an editorial on "Seeing It Through" or on a similar topic
of your own. Stress the value of such qualities as reliability
end self-confidence. (b) a story illustrating how a person's
success or failure depended on certain qualities within himself,
7. (GS IV) Read "Boy 'Tented, " by Frank Crane ('xext: pp.
283-4). On large composition paper, number in column from 1 to
21, to agree with the author's list of qualifications. Place
a check against the number if you agree that the item is impor-
tant; if not, mark it "x"; if doubtful, marl- it "?". Ering
your paper to class for the discussion end feel free to raise
questions or to express your own opinions.
8. Discussion of "Eoy Tented." (a) Emphasize the common-
sense reasons for each item of Dr. Crane's specifications
which arouses doubt or disagreement. (b) Allow each pupil to
i
use his papers for a "personal inventory" by marki.ig each item
1•
•
1
-
-
1
;
i >1 ' •>:,.'
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plus or minus to indicate his own strength or- weakness. Pepers
|
are not to te collected,
9. (G-S V) (a) Read the note about William Ernest Henley
and then read his poem "invlctus" (Text: pp. T'7 ;-, 292). Trite
fr.i-vers to questions 1,2,3*4, pp. 292-3, (b) Turn back to
p. 291 to read "Aladdin," by James Russell Lowell. ')o you
believe that Henley had kept "Aladdin's Ittfflp in any sense?
Had Lowell? (c) Compare with Gtf I thi poem on pp. 288-S 0 by
Sam Walter Fose, "The Houbs by the Side of the Road." Is life
to you most like a game or a journey? Which ideas in the
readings thus far have seemed most helpful to you yourself?
10. Oral reading and discussion of G-S V. Emphasize the
theme of each poein as related to personal qualities: undaunted
courage; lost enthusiasm; friendly sympathy. Encourage free
discussion.
11. Survey of optional work. Share and discuss optional
work tlready done, especially on G3 III. Point out optional
assignments worth attempting; refer pupils to card file,
12. (C-S VI) Turn to the note about William Allen White;
then read his sketch "Mary White" (Text: pp. 783-4,
ror this reading especially, try to seek a quiet place, with
time to think ftboki what the father says of Kary White.
Consider each question on p. 29S. Write answers to Nos. 2,3,6,
and 8, quoting I'r. White's words where necessary.
13. (3S VII) One of the most frmous characters in all
literature is Jean Valjean, in Le s Iliserables , by Victor Hugo.

Heed the Incident of "The EIshop"s Purchi.ee'' (Text: pp. 362-79)
and be ready to discuss it, using the questions of p. 379.
Also, do you see rny comparisons between this story and the
ideals expressed In poems recently read? Yny does the convict
excite such Interest end sympathy as we read?
14. Discussion of VI and VII. Review the study ques-
tions, having pupils cite passage g that reveal personal quali-
ties of Mary White, of the Bishop, and of Jean Valjean.
15. (Qfl VIII) Theme assignment. Trite the story of a
rivalry or a friendship, showing how strong personal qualities
led to victory. Can you invent a plot in which rivals become
friends, through mutual respect end admiration? Suggested
settings: school, sports, flying.
16. (OS IX) Read "ins Ballad of Bast and West, 11 by
Rudyerd Kipling (Text: pp. 355-61). Be ready to discuss
Kipling 1 s meaning and your own Ideas as to the importance of
common human traits.
17. Discussion and group reading. Have solo parts
assigned for reading 6-8 IX. The class may reread in unison if
time permits.
18. A program of "readings." This affords opportunity for
orel ,,7ork as an optional activity. See reeding list for
suggested poems end prose selections.
19* (GS X) Personal reports. Whom do jou admire most
heertily? Is it a person whom you would do well to imitate?
Come to class prepared to talk not longer than two minutes, on
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the topic "My Ideal" (a character sketch). This may be ex-
pended into a finished ?rritten composition as an optional
activity. See also other suggestions for optional work on "A
Self -Portrait."
20. (T-S XI) Exhibits of optic rial work. Include also the
reading of themes wnlch have particular interest.
21. (G3 XII) Objective test.
22. Summary discussion.
Optional Related Activities
1. Art work: sketches and posters .-- (a) For this unit
your illustrations need either to symbolize or to depict the
deeds, qualities, or characteristics of persons in your read-
! _ ii
I ing. Suggestions: "Eoy Wanted" (use your ingenuity on this);
1
,
*
I
Don't Die on Third ; Mary Tnite, on horseback; her hooks; her
old car full of passengers; "inv ictus" - a men battered but
undefeated; action sketches of athletes revealing players'
fitness, alertness, or courage* (b) You may make a unit-
nota'took of sketches to illustrate our series of readings.
2« Book revievs . - - Choose any appropriate biography or
story of service from the reading suggestions, in ^our review,
emphasize the desirable qualities of the person and his accom-
plishments. Try to include an illustrative poster.
3. Dramatization . A story suitable for any of the re-
quired composition assignments may be prepared in dramatic
form, and rehearsed by a group for presentation to the class.

You might try a "radio play," with proper sound effects. Ihe
complete "scrip" must be handed in ahead of rehearsal, and
rehearsals arranged for with the teacher.
4. Handicraft: carvings .-- From soft wood, carve figures
of people in your readings : for example, th^ Colonel's son,
Kernel, V.ar-j Rhlte (and their steeds, of course); the baseball
group at home plate; the Bishop, Jean Valjeen, and the
gendarmes
.
5 . Handic raft: marionettes . - - Doll actors a ppropr i at e ly
costumed may be used for staging a marionette play; see
Jramat l zation s
.
6. Handicra ft: model building.-- The model of a plane,
boat, or house connected with some deed of service or idealism
will be an appropriate construction project.
7. Letter
^
rl':l',' . -- See extensive reading suggestions for
famous letters. 7rite one or trie following: (a) to a relative
or friend, a letter acknowledging a favor or assistance of value
to you or your family; (b) to a newspaper, a recommendation that
puplic notice be taken of some person who has been rendering
inconspicuous but valuable service to his community; (c) to your
mother (or father), a letter of appreciation.
8. Memory work .-- Memorize a poem that inspires you to
more successful living. Consult the reading suggestions and
choose only a poem that has great appeal to you.
9. Music . Become familiar with trie music of songs such
as ''Ihe House by the Side of the Hoed," "That's Vftiere the 77est
••
<
-
-
-
.
•
_
•
•
Eegins," Eruno Huhn's setting of "invictus," and Schubert's
setting of Shakespeare 1 s "Trio is Sylvia?" Arrange a musical
program appropriate to this unit.
10. Notebooks . -- (a) "T.ly Personality _ cok." Lift for ref-
erence tne qualities that you aim to develop In your own per-
sonality. Find articles in tne daily or periodical press thet
show these qualities in others: news and feature articles and
photographs are test to start with. Also include poetry that
inspires you. (b) Are you continuing the poetry notebook you
began last fall? A wealth of poems can be found for this unit,
(c) Make a notebook of biographical materials on the authors
represented in this unit.
11. Oral readings . Prepare, for our program of readings,
a favorite poem from the suggested list, or a brief prose
passage. The parable of the good Samaritan, St . Luke , 11:
30-36, is especially suitable. (b) Find other selections by
Dr. Frank Crane, Sam Walter Foss, William Ernest Kenley , or
James Russell Lowell.
^-2 » Oral reports . No particular suggestions In addition
to assignment G3 X. You may, however, wish to look up some
hero studied or mentions -! in our previous unit, and report on
hie outstanding qualities that led to great success.
13. Verse -writing. -- Read several of the poems on the
suggested list; then try your hand at putting your own thoughts
into verse.
14. tford study.-- List in one column the names for all the
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desirable qualities you can think of; beside them write adjec-
tives made from tne nouns. In the right-hand half of the
paper, item for Item, write the nouns and adjectives which ere
the exact opposites of Lhe first set. Use your dictionary
15 . Trltten reports, stories , and sketches . - - ( a ) MA Self-
portrait . " Tere you interested in "Boy Wanted"? From ^cur
personal inventory paper, if you wish to do so, you can sketch
a word picture of your own personality as you yourself see it.
It will be considered strictly confidential, and need not be
shorn even to your teacher unless you an willing. "PortrEit
of a Classmate," "Portrait of a Teacher," or "Portrait cf
My Ideal." (to) Reread the close of the incident entitled the
"Bishop's Purchase," say pp. 377-9. "Trite the story of an
episode in the subsequent life of Jean Valjean. (Do you think
he can come to have such kindness and nobility as r&.s pos-
sessed by the Bishop?) (c) Lock up the actual record of some
athlete or prominent person whom you admire. Write a sketch
or imaginary interview revealing the valuable character traits
which he is proud to possess. (d) Trite an extra composition
on one of the required assignments.
freely
.
Extensive Reading Suggestions
Biography - Men and Eoys
Autobiography of Benjamin Franklin Benjamin Franklin
Boy. s' Life of John Burroughs Dalits Lore Sharp

Boys' Li fe of the Trlght Brothers
Boy
a
1 Life of Theolore Roosevelt
From Immigraui to Inventor
Henry Ford, I'otor Genius
Labrador Doctor
Life of Robert ^o uls Stevens o n for
Boys en* j|lrlg
Making of an American
Son o f the -riddle Border
Story of !.Iy Boyhood and Youth
Up from Slavery
White House Gang
Mitchell V. Charnle^
Hermann Hag e dor
n
Michael Pupln
Wlllian A. oimonds
Tilfred T • Srenfell
Jacqueline Overton
Jacob A. Rile
Hamlin Garland
John Iffillr
Booker T. Washington
Earle Looker
Biography - Cornea and Girls
Child of the Orient Demetra Vaka Brown
Elizabeth Fry Laura E. Richards
Also: Florence nightingale: the Angel o f the Crimea
Life of Alice Freeman Palmer
Life of C lara Barton
Louisa y.vy Alco tt ; Her Life, Le tt ers
,
3.11* Journgls
T.Iarbacka
.:id5tre a. -: :
"j Lster Life
6
• England Girlhood
Promised Land
George Herbert Faimer
Percy Harold Epler
Edna D. Cheney
Seima Lagerltff
Helen Keller
Lucy La rcom
Story of b Pioneer Anna Howard Shaw

TTlctorlan Vlllagg Lizette Wood^crth Reese
White Q,ueen of Okovong: t&g Story o f
Mary Slessor for Young Pec Die \Tilliafli P. Livingstone
Actions Speak
Collection of Biography
(ed.) Edwin Diller
Also: H igh Trai l; Real Persons
Boys and Girls Who Pecoae Famous
qirli Who Did
Heroes of Civilization
Heroes of Progress
Men Who Found Out: Storie s of Gre at
Scientif ic Discoveries
Microbe Hunters
Al 3o : Men Against Heath
Thinkera and ^oere
Starbuck and staff
Amv Cruse
Helen Josephine Ferris
and Virginia Moore
Joseph Cottier and
Hovm Jaffe
Eva March TatJDan
Annabel "'ill lams -Ellis
Paul die Kruif
Floyd L. Barrow
For Levers of the Arts
Goldsmith of Florence
Made in Anerlcfc
Story Lives of Mas ter Musicia ns
Story Lives of the Master Writers
Young People's Story of Art
Katharine Gibson
Susav. Smith
Harriette Moore Erower
Charles Harlow Raymond
Ida Prentice Whitcomb
Folouette
Advice on Manners
Emily Poet

Etiquette, J
Manners for M 1 11 lone
Everyday Good Ilanne rs for
Boys grid Girls
Vary E. Clark *i)4
Mergerv C. Q,uigle.v
Co Lille C. Hadida
Ernestine L. Badt
Choosing a Life 5ork
Careers for Toiaen
Careers Ahead
C areer3 of Danger and Daring
Pick, Shovel, and Pluck
Also: VI1th the Lien -The Do Things
Storm Fighte rs (Coast Guard)
Cut line of Careers for Woman
Vocations; tne To rid 1 s go rk and
Its Jtorker
Catherine Fllene
Jose&h Guttler and
Harold Brecht
Cleveland Moffett
Alexander Russell Bond
John Tiowr.es Thiting
Doris Elsa Fie lactam
filllaffl Martin Procter
Personality Revealed in Letters
Book of Letters for Young People
Letters tc His Children
Letters of s Touan Homesteader
Stella 3. Center
and L. !.!. Saul
Theodore Roosevelt
Elinore P. Stewart
(For other letters, see the suggested lives of Stevenson
and Louise ?-r si' Alcctt)
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A Mir of Editorials
"An Epic of the North" Frank S. O'Brien
"Lindbergh Flies Alone" Harold K« Anderson
(Both in Chamberlain, Beaccn Lights of Literature,
Gr3de Seven)
A Foursome of Plays
The Brink of Silence Esther E. Galbraith
"The Finger of God" Percival Wilde
"Not ^uite Such a Goose" Elizabeth Gale
"Sham" Frank G. Tom -okins
A Radio Play
"Leader cf the Wolf Patrol" Irving Crump
(In B.R. Buckingham, The Attack and Other Stories)
Ideals in Poetr r
"America First" Eishoo G.Ashton CldLr-
"Do You Fear the Wind?" Hamlin ©airland
"The Explorer" Rudvard Kipllnff
Also: "If"
wfJn p t v> -ilfli t hp P^n nhpf -Inp^r" y*o v W ft rt TTp v p
"Gradatim" Josiah G. Holland
"Opportunity" Edwaru R. Sill
"Pioneers! 0 Pioneers I
"
iftlH VTnitman
"A Psalm of Life" Henrv f, Longfellow
"The Service" Burres Johnson
«
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"The Vision of Sir Leunfal" James Russell Lowell
"Vital Lamopda" (The Torch of Life) Sir Henry John Newbolt
Selections in C'Keefe and Guindon,
Junior High Pchcol Poexry
"Herve Riel"
"Landing of the Pilgrims"
"Sir Galahad"
"The Tanestrv leavers"
"The Thinker"
'\ne Three Best Things"
"That Constitutes a State"
"Work"
"Yussouf"
Robert Browning
Felicia Hemans
Alfred Tennyson
Anson G. Chester
Btrton Braley
Henry van Dyke
Sir Willlan Jones
Angela ?!organ
James Russell Love 11
Inspiring Prose unci Poetrw
In Lyman and Hill, Liter ature sni Liv ing, Book
Three. Revised
"Abou Ben Adhem" Leigh Httnt
"Brotherhood" Edwin Markham
"The Cadmus of the Blind" Laura 2. Richards
Also: "The Coming of the Light" Helen Keller
"How a Blind T 'an En.loys Baseball" Clarence Hawkes
"Good Neighbors"
"Knight, Hermit, and Man"
"The Law of Teamwork"
"Little c-pvroche" and "Cosette"
from Les Miserable
s
William Wattles
Thomas S. Arthur
William James Hutchins
Victor Huso
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MA Mile With Me" Henry van Dyke
Also: "The Other Wise Man"
1
H -i-> iiPronouns Carl Wilson Beker
Mr. i TS IIThe Proo Mary E.Wilkins Freeman
"The Unconquerable Soul" Franklin Knight Lane
"Where Love Is, There O-od Is Also" Leo 'i ol stov
"Where the West Eegins" Arthur Chacman
A Variety of Persons and Deeds
Adventures in Friendship David Grayson
Also: Adventures in Understanding
Adventures in Sport (ed.j Louis J. Persky
Kingdom of the Mind June Etta Downey
Chapter on "Knowing People"
Story Essays (esp. Part V) (ed.) Harriet L. McClay
and Helen Judson
"Makers of the Flag" Franklin K. Lane
"A Message to Garcia" Eltert Huttard
"Washington Irving Trite s atout
Sir Walter Scott" Washington Irvia0
(These three in Leonard, Moffett, and Moe, Junior
Literature, Book Three)
Living Personalities in Fiction
I Black Rock Ralph Connor
Also: G-lengarry School Days; Sky Pilot
1
i
•
1
I
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Eoy Scout and Other Storie a for Boys Richard Harding D8Vie
Also : G-alleghcr and Other Stories
Campus Days
Also: College Ye?rs
Court of Boyvllle
g lrht Cousins
Also: Little Ken ; Little :7omen
gallant Lallanee
John Halifax, Gentleman
Honor of the Clintons
Ralph D. Paine
"'ill lam Allen Thite
Louisa May Alcott
Louise Hubert Guyol
Dinah Kulock Craik
Archibald Marshall
Also: Old Order Chan.geth; Squire 1 g Daughter
Jeremy Hugh 'Telpole
Little Minister Sir James M« Barrle
Also: "inconsiderate 'T^iter"; "Cree Q,ueery and Iwysy Drollyl
Mr§_f yigfig of the Cabbage Patch
Penro d and 5am
Also: Seventeen
Alice Hegan Rice
Booth Tarkington
John Eunyan
Rudyard Kipling
Pilgrim's Progress
:-t-lky ?.ni Company
Also: "Tee Tillie Tinkle"; Captains Courageous
Stover at Yale Ovren Johnson
Also: Tennessee Shad ; Varmint
Tom Brown's School Days
Also: Tom Brown at Oxford
Young ^glter Scott
'71s p, a Girl o f Dublin
Thomas Hughes
Elizabeth Janet Gray
?Iatherine Adams

Test A - "Personal ^urlities"
Instructions: Choose the one of the suggested answers
which best completes the statement. rite its letter
on the blank opposite the question.
!
"Don't Die on Third" presents the belief that 1
personal success depends mainly upon
a. getting the "breaks."
b. teamwork.
c. knowing and trusting one's power.
d. disregarding the difficulties.
Moriarty was wise to steal home, because 2
a. he had reached third by fast running.
b. a weak hitter was at bat, with two out.
c. the pitcher was left-handed.
d. his team needed one run to tie the score.
Moriarty was convinced that 3
a. the Cleveland team would not be expecting a steal.
b. luck would somehow be 7 r ith him.
c. he was fast enoug: to beat the pitch.
d. the batter would hit the pitched ball.
The author pi "Don't Die on Third" gives this advice 4
for success in life:
a. "Go easy; you might lose.''
b. "Take every chance you see."
c. "Study conditions."
d. "iTever be pleased with your work."
Illustrating teamwork , the author says one might 5
j have received
a. advice on solving a business problem.
b. congratulations from friends happy at his success.
c. lenient treatment from his creditors.
d. assistance in securing a. higher education.
In the game of life, one night be said to have 6
reached "third base" when he has
a. chosen his life work.
b. achieved some success in hie work.
c. listened to the experiences of others.
d. made powerful friends.
i
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The author emphasizes the value of 7
a. a tir.ely decision.
b. immediate action.
c. fooling your competitors.
d. wilting for luck to change.
This selection refers to ilorierty's scoring as 8
a. stellar play.
b. foolhardy 3ash.
c. brilliant running.
d. mathematical •'•ork.
"Don't Die on Third" was published as 9
a. an essay.
b. a sports story.
c. an editorial.
d. a Sunday magazine article.
"Third-base runs never raised a pennant" means that 10
a. most ball games are won by home -run hits.
b. there's no use crying over spilt milk.
c. work doesn't deserve praise till it is finished.
d. a good beginning makes a good ending.
From reading "Boy Wanted" one may sensibly judge 11
that its author
a. has a good position awaiting the applicant.
b. wishes to secure an alert messenger boy.
c. thinks most young people are not reliable. .
d. has high ideals concerning the pos sit ilit ies of youth. !
The applicant would be expected never to 12.....
,
a. whistle in the street.
b. bully anyone else.
c. talk well of himself.
d. use slang.
"Aladdin" implies that one may be happy without 13
a. money and power.
b« friendships,
c • loyalty
.
d. health.
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Henley wrote "invictus" to express 18
a. his pwn triumph over handicaps.
t. a friend's superiority over hardships.
c. his Joy at winning a championship*
d. his despair because of constant pain.
"The House by the Side of the Road" reveals the 19.
author's wish
a. to gain by the success of others.
b. to live -'here he can look at the passer-by.
c. to do things for others.
d. to keep out of the traffic of life.
This poet will not speak harshly of others because 20,
a. he himself dees net want to be criticized.
b. he has many of the same peculiaritie £ himself.
c. he does not believe their faults are ever serious.
d. he tninks that people cannot learn from his opinions.
The author of "Aladdin" regrets the loss of his 14
a. wealth.
b. health.
c. friends.
d. imagination.
"Aladdin" was written by 15
a. Sam belter Foss.
b. James Russell Lowell.
c. Henry 7. Longfellow.
d. Victor Hugo.
The writer of "invictue" cslls our world 16 :
a. a bed of thorns.
b. a barren wilderness.
c. a place of wrath and tears.
d. a way station to Heaven.
"invictus" means 17
a. encouraged.
b. unconcuered
.
c. discouraged.
d. untouched.
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The death of Mary Thite resulted from
1
a. an automobile accident.
b. a blow on the head.
c. a contagious illness.
d. a fall from her horse.
At the time of her death Mary Thite was almost 2 2 • • •
a. fourteen years old.
b. sixteen.
c. seventeen.
d. nineteen.
Mary took great pleasure in 23
a. reading.
b. dancing.
c. singing.
d. swimming.
She wore her hair braided because 24
a. she didn't like curls.
b. she was proud of the braids.
c. her mother preferred braids.
d. she hated to look grown up.
Mary obtained most satisfaction from 25
a. her drawings for the Annual.
b. the decorations cn her car.
c. the speed of her horse.
d. her latest party dress.
She was very fond of 2o .....
a. playing tennis with her brother.
b. riding horseback.
c. filling her car with friends.
d. taking part in school plays.
Kipling asserts that distinctions between East and
"tfest are of no importance Then a man ia facing
a. a trial judge.
b. a brave man.
c. a clever swordsman.
d. a T"ild tiger.
t1
Kernel reapected his pursuer mainly for
a. his unflinphlng answers.
b. his msrksm? nehip.
c. his horsemanship.
d. his generous gift of the pistol.
The Colonel's son exhibited his greatest daring rhen
a. he set out after Kamal.
b. he rode the "raw rough dun'.'
c. he criel thai he'd rln his wey beck.
d. he brought back Kamal's son.
Admiration for the bravery of others is expressed in
a. "The House by the Side of the Road."
b. "The Eishop's Furchese."
c. "Invlctus."
d. "The Eel lad of fast and Test."
Many desirable habits and attitudes for a youtn to
develop ere named in
a. "Aladdin.'"
b. "3oy Tented.''
c. "The Bishop's Purchase."
d. "Don't Die on Third."
"Castles in Spain" is a phrase used in
a. "invlctus."
b. "ihe House by the Side of the Road."
c. "Ilary White.
d. "Aladdin."
Tlae power of men's soul over ihe physical hardships
of life is che tneme of
a. "Aladdin."
b. "Miniver Cheevy."
c. "The Ballad of 8ast and 'Test."
d. "Invlctus."
The poem which snows most tolerance and sympathy is
C .
"The House by the Side of the Read.
"The Ballad of East and West."
"invlctus."
"Aladdin.
"

Among the 15 adjectives listed below, check any 5 that
believe are the beet for describing I'lary Thite. Trite
letters corresponding, on the blanks.
you
the
a. active
b. bookish
c. conceited
d . c ut
6
e. democratic
f. demure k. intelligent
g. enthusiastic 1. proud
h. friendly m. quiet
i. gay n. scornful
j. haughty o. timid
"invictus" and "The Ei shop's Purchase' 1 both tell of
a men ^ho has been
a. victorious over circumstances.
b. haunted by fear of the police.
c. buffeted by hardships of life.
d. wronged by unjust condemnation.
To Jeen Valjean his yellow passport a symbol of
his
a. long- J.esired freedom.
b. new riches.
c. rejection by society.
d. police protection.
The Bishop's attitude of faith and composure was
a. foolish.
b. haughty
t
c. unmanly.
d. unwavering
.
When the Bishop's sister abserved how he received
the convict, she became
a. quite calm.
b. rather amused.
c. worried about the outcome.
d. almost hysterical with fear.
The man's heart ™as gladdened when the Eishop
a. called him "sir."
t. Inquired about his prison life.
c. gave him the room next to his own.
d. offered him the candlesticks.
35...
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The Bishop looked upo*. Jean Valjean as 45
a. a dangerous criminal.
b. a needy brother.
c. an ungrateful guest.
d. a useless loafer.
To save Jean from punishment, the Hi shop 46
a. paid tttfi gendarmes to release him.
b. denied that his silver had been stolen.
c. permitted the corporal to believe a falsehood.
d. ordered the guards to escort the man from town.
"The Bishop's Purchase" was the buying of 47
a. Jean Valjean 1 s freedom.
b. Jean's soul.
c. the pair of candlesticks.
d. the corporal's silence.
The strange actions of Jean Valjean were the result 43
of
a. innate stupidity.
b. his recent Illness*
c. a feeling of awe at the Bishop's grandeur.
d. years of harsh treatment.
Eoth "The Eishop's Purchase" and "The House by the 49
Side of the Road" illustrate a spirit of
a. grim determination.
b. human brotherhood.
c. trust that right must prevail.
d. youthful enthusiasm.
The experience of Jean Valjean with the Bishop was 50
an important influence in his later
&• entrance into the priesthood.
b. service to suffering persons.
c. selfish conduct.
d. freedom ttom persecution.

CHAPTER VI
DI3CU3SIC r C? EXPERIENCES WITH THE UNITS
Practically all of the required selections in the units
of the preceding chapters have teen taucht in at least two
class groups, and the assignments reflect the experience thus
gained by the author. The assignments on "Life in the Open"
and on "Personal Qualities," having once teen taught in unit
form, have "been revised In some details during the preparation
of this thesis. The present chapter presents various facts
and observations which appear justified in the light of class-
room experiences with these tro units. Principally, these
experiences concern the individualization of instruction.
Related Activities Undertaken "by Pupils
on "Life in the Open"
The unit on "Life in the Open" was used '^ith two classes
in the ninth grade, which will "be referred to by their desig-
nations C2 and T. The former includes 5* pupils, evenly
divided among boys end girls, studying the college preparatory
curriculum. In the T or technical group there are 27 pupils,
all boys.
The_ tej5ju^cal_jg^ojap_. Much of the volunteer work done
in the T group may be classed as "posters and sketches." Cf
these, five represented aspects of outdoor life and seven
-140-
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portrayed outdoor sports such as "baseball end football . The
majority were on 9"xl2 n white drawing paper, with lettering
and borders in black or colors, to match a central picture
taken from some magazine.
A feature of the work with this group was a very infor-
mal program of talks on camping and similar experiences. A
pupil chairman presided to introduce the speakers, fourteen in
number, who used the following; topics:
Hunting with My Uncle First Experience with an
A Scout Camping Trip Outboard Motor
Summer Sailing Cafcoetng near Billerica
Exploring Dungeon Rock Camping at Ilex- Found Lake
ft Fishing Trip lly First Camping Trip
Eoetlng and Swimming A Childhood Mishap
Racing off South Boston A Trip to the Slaughter House
Stories of Animals I Have
Known
Only seven members of this class did not do any optional
work. Two boys, rapid workers and talented, prepared two
posters each in addition to taking part in the oral program.
It was a satisfaction to observe the freedom and enthusiasm
viith which the boys Joined in the discussions of '.^ork submitted,
A college pre para tor;/ p;roup .-- A smaller number of the
C2 pupils actually did 3ral ^ork in the time available. !Twc
of the boys reported 6n elephant hunting* Two girls each
...
,
spoke about camping. The unusual feature was by a boy who
spoke one day about an outing in Hawaii, and later told us at
length of his voyage on an army transport from New York to
Honolulu, illustrating his talk with a large map of the Panama
Canal, cartographs of the Hawaiian Islo.nJs, picture postcards,

' U2
?-nd enspehots. Some of the pictures he bound in a notebook
of his trip as an addition to our optional work*
*
Six notebooks in all were prepared: two on the live*; of
authors represented in the unit, one each on "Travel," *AnImal8|
and Birds," "Elephants," and "G-rssces." Seven posters and
sketches were contributed, some shewing exceptional talent, on
subjects including an archer, a savage horseman, wild geese
in flight, and a racing sloop.
Extensive re ading.-- It waa not possible to combine a
regular book report rith the unit as taught originally, but
suggestions for books to read were broadcast to the pupils and
certain books, such as the Fount;/ series and North to the
Orient , received considerable attention from pupils in these
groups
.
Pupils' Ranking of Required Selections
Selecticns cons idered the more valuable. -- Incidental to
$ I Z J» 3 J - Ithe summary closing the study of this uni"b, pupils vere asked
to rank tnt> Len reAuire'ti^reading selections in order of their
personal judgment, the one which they considered to have high- I
est value being marked "l." Table 1 presents separately the
composite Judgment fl of both classes, Vrced on the number of
pupils by whom the selection was rated fifth or higher in the
list, i.e., more valuable than five others of the ten readings]
This method was considered to provide sufficiently for minor
variations in testes and backgrounds of pupils.

Table X. Ranking of Ten Required Readings Concerning "Life in
the Open" on Their Relative Value Judged by 58 Pupils
in the llinth Grade. 9
Title and type
of
selection
Number of
placed
pupils who
selection
Resulting rank
of
selection
in
group
Judgment
Fifth
or above:
high value
First:
most value
Gro up
t P 1
"r LA
B i T aVT
.
1
2 -. 1 "7
J.
"A Camping Trip" 15 14 25 54 5 c 16 26 Q 1
(Chapter of long
story
)
"The Elephant
17 16 25 DO 5 7 o Q1c. _L
-
J. X oc. Oez
( Short story
)
"in a Frr-Cff Land
13 14 22 1 1 Q J) 2 ~z.J
(Personal essay)
"Letters from
the South Seas" .... 12 14 17 2
_
(Letter-essays
)
"Eirding in the
4 8 15 27 1 1 1-7(
1**
5 5
(Chapter of
autobiography
)
"Snowshoeing Song". .
.
7 2 11 20 \j 8 6 6
(Lyric poem)
"Home -Thoughts , from
Abroad" 15 1 1 5 6 10 7
(Lyric poem)
k winter Ride o. i ^> o
(Lyric poem)
'"'Thither Away?" * C. 7 9 9
(Chapter of
travel book)
"Under the Greenwood
9 EJ p 10
(Lyric poem)
a jroup G includes 1 1 g
16 boys of C2 ; and group
class
.
.rls
T includes 25 boy s oi
'roup E incxudes
the technical
143

The tabulation records the judgments of 5S pupils. The
17 girls and the 16 boys of the C2 section are treated ae two
separate groups, designated *8H and "B" respectively. The
third or "T" group consists of 25 boys in the technical class.
In general, pupils of both classes show marked similari-
ties of Judgment. The strength of story -appeal is evident, for
"The Elephant Remembers" and "A Camping Trip" lead in general
favor. These two are the only first-choice selections me^vtione
by the T group, and arc those most frequently named as first
choice by the E and G groups.
"in a Far-Off Land of Memory" and Stevenson's "Letters
from the South Seas" are almo£t even for third and fourth
places, zne former being preferred by the T boys. "Eirding
in the Marshes" if fifth in order, considered above the average
by many of the boys in both groups.
Selections considered less valuable.-- The poems included
in the unit assignment v-ere not general favorites as compared
with the prose selections. One girl's comment is significant,
however: ttut sh; ftfcd ranked a certain poem low on the list
not because she disliked it, but because she liked the other
i readings better. It is perhaps unfair, with pupils at this
level, to seek a direct comparison between any well-written
narrative and a crief lyric. The poem rated highest on the
list, "Snowshoelng Song," is indeed a composite of lyric and
narrative, in a common and stra ightforward stanzaic metre.
Seventh in order is Browning* 8 "Home -Thoughts, from

Abroad, " which appealed rather strongly to the 02 clasb, boys
end girls alike, tut failed to find favor vith any member of
the technical group. Amy Lowell's "A Winter Ride'' and
Shakespeare's "Under the Greenwood Tree" come at the foot of
the ranking along with Stephen G-rahem's chapter on tramping,
"TThither Away?" Each of these three readings presents a
different problem. At this age level the pupils seem to nave
difficulty in securing the lyrical concept from Miss Lowell's
poem and in appreciating the delicate loveliness of the song
from "As You Like It." "Tfhither Away?" is troublesome because
it contains numerous unfamiliar geographical references which
hinder full comprehension.
Among these ten readings, however, even the least popular
selection was ranked better then average by more than 12 per
cent of the pupils. Consequently, It is reasonable to assume
thet the grouping as a whole does not need to be altered
meter is lly. Unless one adopts the extreme view that the study
of poetry should be eliminated from the modern course in
English, even the low -ranking selections are legitimate teach-
ing materials.
Uses of such study.-- This brief study of what the pupils
judge to have most value for them is merely suggestive of the
m?ny possibilities for analyzing the reactions of pupils to the
subject matter presented in unit form. The differences in pupil
opinions of various selections, and the further differences
evident between groups, indicate the relative success of
I
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teaching methods and assignments to some exter.t, no doubt;
and further, these differences in response reflect the ineradi-
cable differences among Individuals. In the group figures may
also be seen the tendency for pupils of similar type to be
enrolled in the same class or curriculum. The study of a
particular pupil's responses, on the other hand, may be of
great assistance to the teacher who is trying tc find a poten-
tial interest through which the pupil may awaken to the worth
of his school opportunities.
Activities in Expression
Connected with "Personal Qualities"
One assignment (C-S X) in the unit on "Personal Qualities"
required the delivery of an oral composition, a brief character
sketch of someone who would meet the requirements for "Hj
Ideal* ^ The variety of choice represented in the four classes
studying this unit is a further testimony to the fact that
individualization is possible, in fact unescapable, with even
a standard group assignment.
The technical Kroup .-- The T group, all boys, presented
the following ideals: four athletes (Ruth, G-ehrig t.«ice,
HubhelX, and Jesse Owens - named Dy a white boy); a racing
driver, Sir Malcolm Campbell; five aviators (Major Doollttle,
Hewkes, Brown,, Rickenbacker, and one boy's personal friend);
Henry Ford, Theodore Roosevelt, Robert E. Lee; eight relatives
(father and mother, another mother, a dead father wno had been
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the high-school principal, s young uncle, s lame brother, a
brother at college, and a brother-in-law) j one scientist
friend, one farmer friend, and one boy chum. The qualities
emphasized were, almost without exceptirn, courage, industry,
perseverance, and often good humor.
A college preparatory group_.-- The C2 ?roup presented
still more variety: three fathers, one mother, an elder sister
and an elder brother, t#o cousins; a school teacher, a Sunday
School teacher, an elderly friend, two boy chums, two girl
chums, and four older students with fine records; Florence
Nightingale (twice); Mrs. Helen Wills Moody, Mrs. Anne
Lindbergh, Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt (twice),
Lincoln, Bdlfion, &tl6 Dr. Walter Reed; dehrlg, Count von Lucknei
Colonel Lawrence; and one fictional character, Edmond Dante s.
A scientific group.--- A third and smaller mixed group;
SI, includes the brighter pupils in the general scientific
|
curriculum. This group presented a decided contrast with the
others. Nearly- half the pupils, following a mistaken but
interesting lead, described an imaginary ideal person. The
actual persons named by the remaining pupils included two girl 1
classmates, three older gi:l_, jne girl's father, Lincoln,
Washington, Richard the Lion-Hearted, and a. girl's favorite
actress, t'leanor Powell.
A business group.-- The fourth group, E3, consisting of
average and slow pupils in the business curriculum, named the
following persons, still reflecting great differences of ideals !j
|
1
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1
i
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1
1
j
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In spite of frequent duplications: a fclrl cousin* the school
principal, Gehrig, ITickey Cochrane, Postmaster-General Farley,
Washington, Tiley Post, 7111 Rcgers, end Kipling; Lincoln,
Pasteur, Ediaon, Errol Flynn, and Helen Keller, twice each;
Amelia Earhart, Clara Barton; end three times, Florence
Nightingale.
Related Activities Concerning "Personal Qualities"
Related activities actually completed "by various pupils
included a number of excellent poster?, illustrating "Don't
Die on Third," "?'ary TThite," "The House "by the Side of the
Road," and "Boy Wanted." One SI girl prepared a notebook of
illustrations for the entire series of required selections;
another, a notebook of sketches of characters in "Ramona,"
accompanied by a Written review of the story; there were other I
book reviews reflecting a new point of view obtained from the
5
study of this unit. Two* boys in the C2 group submitted sets
of sketches ol athletes, Showing eersonal qualities in action, j!
One of these series was r, ~ aerkabl^ TOT its faithfulness to the
jj
spirit of the unit; there was a sketch, ror example, shoring
a batter preparing, to "sacrifice" himself to advance a runner
on be se
.
:'uch of this optional work was directly traceable to the
i
required readings or to supplementary discussions and exhibited
!
materials. One boy had brought, from a current magazine, an
editorial on Speed in baseball and In life, signed a
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major-league pitcher. Other editorial clippings which made
an impression discussed the tenth anniversary of Lindbergh's
flight to Paris, world telephone service, highway safety, and
the career of the late John D. Rockefellt;
.
Notebooks on authors of the readings were made by two
pupils. Another j?ve a special report on Eritish control of
Iiidia in connection with Kipling's "Ballad of East and Test."
& bright but usually "lazj'' boy prepared a. set of notes on
famoui air pilots zcil their planes.
Concluding Observations
Summary of valuable unit techniques .-- In summary, the
author believes that the units tnemselves and his experiences
with them, particularly such results as have Just been present-
ed, offer substantial evidence in favor of the organization of
literature on this unit basis. Ke submits further that the
techniques here illustrated as useful in organizing the content
of English literature on a concept basis m^y oe employed with
altered emphasis in other subject fields.
Several principal features of the plan are worthy of
special attention* The predetermining of the unit to be taught
is essential. Likewise, the unit must be delimited. The
statement of the unit and the delimitation must be complete in
order for the planner to Judge what activities should be
undertaken* The unit assignment includes all necessary
activities; the guide sheet informs the pupil what he is to
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do independently of particular assistance from the teacher,
end the teacher supplements these guide sheet Instructions,
at predetermined points usually, in order to rive aid and
interpretation as needed. Through group discussions, advice,
and comments on pupils 1 performances, the teacher offers
guidance and provides for socialization of instruction.
Individual differences likewise are provided for, both in the
planning of required activities and in the encouraging of
individual pupils to undertake the suggested optional actlvitieii
best suitea to their methods of learning and of expression.
Among these related activities, in the literrture course
particularly, extending the range of one's experience through
supplementary readings is important. Objective tests are
prominent among the various means of securing testimony as to
the extent and quality of the pupil's achievement of the unit.
Flexibility and revision .-- These examples of unit plan-
ning have been prepared b$ the author to fit his particular
situation, and consequently reveal the practical limitations
of his ability, experience, and opportunities for application
of the theories involved. It is expected that the plans will
be changed and adapted, wherever and whenever desirable, zo
suit the needs of the pupils concerned. Other teachers might
readily find! additional materials and methods, not indicated
here, which would be equally suitable or perhaps preferable to
those use"! by the author. Card indexing of suggested activi-
ties and materials is one s'mple and Important step toward
8

achieving flexibility end continual revision in the plaiined
organization*
Growth.-- The author hopes that these units are not in
their ultimate form, but may prove sufficiently useful to
Justify their retention and regular Improvement, as parts of a
complete coarse for the ninth year which will include units
in other phases of English as well as in literature. Units
of instruction are planned to secure pupil growth; but the
consistent planning of the units provides also for the growth
of the teacher.
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